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ABSTRACT 
Numerical Simulations of Droplet Trajectories 
from an Electrostatic Rotary-Bell Atomizer 
Steven Anthony Colbert 
Richard A. Cairncross, PhD. 
 
 
 
 
Electrostatic spray coating (E-spray) is widely used for coating conductive substrates.  
The combination of a high-velocity focusing air, an imposed electric field and charged 
droplets, leads to higher transfer efficiency than that of conventional spray coating.  In 
this thesis, a mathematical model of trajectories of droplets generated by a rotary-bell 
electrostatic atomizer is described which enables predictions of coating deposition rate 
patterns.  A dilute spray assumption (i.e., no particle-particle interactions) allows 
modeling single droplet trajectories resulting from a balance of electrostatic force, drag 
and inertia.  Atomization of liquid droplets is not modeled explicitly – instead an 
empirical correlation is used for the mean droplet size while individual droplet sizes and 
starting locations are determined using random distributions.  The electrostatic field and 
droplet trajectories are strongly coupled and calculated iteratively with successive 
substitution and relaxation.  Parametric studies on how bell voltage, bell rotation speed, 
and focusing air affect spray pattern, mass transfer efficiency, and droplet trajectories are 
presented.  Simulated spray patterns are compared to those of physical experiments.   
For the parameter values considered in this thesis, most of the predicted sprays are 
hollow cones with negligible deposition near the center axis, deposition of a heavy ring 
surrounding the center and a tapering of thickness towards the outer edge of the substrate.  
 
 xvi
In contrast, most of the experimental results display non-axisymmetric deposition 
patterns in the form of two lobes of coating.  In addition, the experimental deposition 
patterns are relatively insensitive to any of the three primary parameters (i.e. bell rotation 
speed, bell voltage, or focusing air intensity).  These results are not obtained with the 
simulations, which show a moderate trend between both uniformity and transfer 
efficiency, both of which are favored by high bell rotations speeds and lower voltages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.0 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Electrostatic spraying (E-spraying) is a widely used technique for coating a 
conductive substrate with a thin polymer film for a diverse range of applications 
including automotive finishes, crop dusting, and pharmaceutical dispensing.  With high 
material efficiency and coating uniformity capabilities, E-spray is quickly becoming the 
preferred mode for coating electrically conductive objects.  In addition, the coating of 
non-conductive items has also been proven possible with the help of a conductive 
undercoat, which only further expands the E-spray market.  E-spray is typically 
performed on a massive scale using automated applicators in assembly line arrangements 
in many cases with a multiplicity of applicators, as is the case in the automotive industry.  
E-spray can achieve a high degree of uniformity and efficiency but complex nature of a 
fully descriptive model for E-spray can appear to be daunting.  Furthermore, most models 
that are applicable to industrial use contain complex geometries, limiting industrial users 
of E-spray to costly and cumbersome trial-and-error methods of optimization.  The 
research presented here on the E-spray process is simplified by breaking it down into 
component parts and modeling an idealized geometry to establish working models for the 
electrostatic field and air velocity field encountered during the flight of the charged 
droplets in E-spray.   
1.1. Types of Electrostatic Spray 
E-spraying refers to any number of spray coating processes that use an electric field 
to increase the overall transfer efficiency, i.e. the fraction of the sprayed material that is 
deposited onto a grounded substrate, the remainder of which constitutes overspray, or 
wasted material.  E-spray can be categorized based on three specific criteria: method of 
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charging (direct conduction, corona, induction, or triboelectric), method of atomization 
(stationary low-flow nozzle, high velocity jet, or rotating disc or bell), and the material 
nature of the bulk material (liquid or powder).  There are three primary ways in which 
liquids can be electrostatically charged: direct conduction, corona, and induction; 
whereas for powders, either triboelectric or corona charging are the most practical.   
In triboelectric charging, the impact of the powder with the tubing walls produces an 
electrostatic charge, the polarity and to some degree the magnitude of which is based on 
the triboelectric series.  The material is carried pneumatically through a long and 
sometimes tortuous path prior to release from the nozzle.  The nozzles for triboelectric E-
spray are in most cases made of the same plastic material as the tubing and are therefore 
limited to low-flow applications; otherwise, nozzle erosion could become a factor.  
However, the magnitude of the charge is also a very strong function of the number of 
impacts.  A common application of triboelectric charging E-spray application would be 
ink-jet toner cartridges. 
In direct conduction, the spray material has a relatively high conductivity (e.g. an 
aqueous solution) and the voltage is applied to the source of the sprayed material. For this 
technique, the spray is emitted from the nozzle already charged and atomizes instantly.  
Atomization in sprays using direct conduction often achieved using a stationary, low-
flow nozzle; for example, flow from a charged syringe to produce Taylor cones – a 
phenomenon in which the meniscus of the liquid in a capillary produces a cone that ejects 
fine droplets.   
In a corona charging system, the sprayed droplets are charged after atomization by 
passing through a corona field.  This is an effective technique, but it poses safety hazards 
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due to a high probability of arcs in the presence of flammable materials like paints.  Also, 
from a practical standpoint, liquid can land on the corona-producing electrode prior to 
charging causing a decrease in performance.  However, for dry powders, corona charging 
can be very efficient.  Because the nozzle can be made of wear-resistant metals to act as 
the ground for the corona, high velocity jets can be used such as those of the powder-coat 
spray industry.  
In induction charging, the voltage is applied in proximity to the nozzle so that the 
liquid travels near the source and picks up some of the electric charge.  To avoid current 
flowing back to the feed tank, the material has to have a high bulk resistivity, R, usually 
greater than 106 Ω•m.  Due to its comparatively low charging efficiencies, mechanical 
assistance is required to atomize the spray.  For this reason, the preferred methods for 
atomization for inductively charged systems are rotary atomization, air assisted 
atomization, or a combination of both. 
This project focuses on the transport of droplets produced by a rotary bell atomizer 
that inductively charges the spray material.  The material discussed here is a polymer 
dissolved in an organic solvent (polystyrene in xylene), which is a non-conductive liquid.  
For clarity of analysis, the E-spray process is broken down into component steps, as 
depicted in Figure 1.1.  These steps can be described in four basic phases:  (1) feeding, 
(2) atomizing / charging, (3) droplet transport, and (4) deposition / charge decay.  The 
main focus of this research is on phase three, the droplet transport, although aspects of 
the other phases are necessary for complete understanding of the process. 
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Figure 1.1:  E-Spray process broken down into four base phases.  1) Material feed 
shows how the material enters the gun, 2) Atomizing / charging indicates where the 
charging and atomization takes place, 3) Droplet transport implies a possible path 
for the charged droplet, and 4) Deposition signifies where the droplet of the 
proposed path would land. 
 
 
 
In the first phase, the liquid is fed to the nozzle, or bell-cup, through a feed tube at the 
base of the applicator.  Typically, this material is supplied to the applicator by means of a 
pressure-displacement feed tank.  Pressure displacement allows for a continuous stream 
of liquid to be delivered without oscillations as would be the case if a pump were used.  
Surrounding the feed tube is a turbine assembly, which is air-driven and rotates at speeds 
up to 45,000 RPM.  Attached to this assembly is the bell-cup where the second phase 
begins.   
The bell-cup is where material is both atomized and electrostatically charged, a 
diagram of which is shown in Figure 1.2.  The atomization is a combination of 
mechanical shearing from the serrated lip of the bell-cup, the focused air stream, and the 
electrostatic charge.  The serrations on the bell-cup form filaments of liquid which break 
up into droplets.  This break-up is facilitated by a focused air stream surrounding the bell-
3 
2 
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cup.  The spray material is not only atomized through mechanical means but is also 
disrupted into fine droplets by the repulsive electrostatic forces on the surface of the 
liquid once it exceeds the liquid’s surface tension – a phenomenon known as the Rayleigh 
limit of electrostatics.  The combination of these two atomization mechanisms, 
mechanical and electrostatic, provides a tighter droplet size distribution than that of 
conventional hydrodynamic spray.  The droplet charging takes place inductively by the 
presence of a high electrostatic potential being maintained on the exterior surface of the 
bell-cup.  The driving force of droplets is accentuated by the electrical potential 
difference between the bell-cup and the grounded target, thereby increasing the transfer 
efficiency of the spray.  It has been shown that an optimized E-spray setup has a transfer 
efficiency of up to 75-85%, whereas conventional spray applications can have 
efficiencies as low as 20-30%.1  Most of this increased efficiency is the result of the finer 
spray droplets being electrostatically attracted to the target.  Otherwise, smaller droplets 
would not have the momentum to reach the target.  In many instances, a stream of air, 
called “focusing air”, is used to further increase transfer efficiency by focusing the spray 
toward the target.  These forces act on the droplets as they pass into phase three:  droplet 
transport.   
The focusing air stream acts as an annular air curtain and produces hydrodynamic 
drag on the droplets, forcing them away from their momentum-driven radial paths to a 
more axial direction.  The drag and the electrostatic repulsion to the bell-cup potential of 
the charged droplet are the primary forces accelerating the droplet; and it is the balance of 
these forces and the inertia of the droplets that dictate the transport of spray toward the 
target.  As the droplets approach the target, the electrostatic image force and stagnation 
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flow, begin to play an important role.  The image force is used to describe the behavior of 
a charge in close proximity to an electrically-grounded surface, while stagnation flow is 
used to describe the diversion of an impinging jet onto an object. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2:  Schematic of the rotary-bell electrostatic atomization process 
 
 
 
When the droplets reach the target, the momentum of the droplets causes them to 
spread over the surface.  Because the spray materials are typically dielectric and 
insulating, as a coating layer builds up, an arrangement analogous to a capacitor is 
formed, isolating the charges on the surface of the coating from the grounded substrate.  
In time, a bleed-off current analogous to that of a capacitor decay rate offsets the build-up 
of charge and will eventually allow the coating to reach an electrostatically grounded 
state. 
1.2. Research Objectives 
The primary goal of this thesis is to establish a mathematical model of an E-spray 
process capable of predicting distribution of coating thickness on the substrate (i.e. 
coating uniformity) and the amount of material to land on the target substrate versus the 
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amount of material dispensed (i.e. transfer efficiency).  A mathematical model of E-spray 
has been developed and will be used to answer the following research questions: 
1) What parameters are dominant in controlling coating thickness 
distribution and transfer efficiency?  Currently, there is only an 
empirical understanding of how the operating parameters of the E-
spray process (e.g. gun voltage, bell-cup speed, etc.) affect the 
distribution of the spray material on the substrate.   
 
2) Are high coating uniformity and high transfer efficiency 
simultaneously obtainable?  For coating applications discussed in 
this thesis, coating uniformity is the primary goal, but poor transfer 
efficiency leads to loss of coating material and waste.  In the ideal 
case, both high uniformity and high transfer efficiency are desirable.  
Parametric studies were performed to determine whether uniformity 
and transfer efficiency are inversely correlated.  
 
3) What parameters will provide the best coating uniformity at the best 
transfer efficiency?  By establishing a base comparison of an “ideal” 
spray, parametric studies can be performed to identify the set of 
parameters that most closely resembles this ideal. 
 
4) How are the optimal conditions affected by the spray material 
properties (and other “uncontrollable” properties)?  Manipulation 
of variables representing the material properties of the spray, such as 
viscosity, can provide valuable insight into the effect of formulation 
changes on the spray distribution. 
 
Answering these questions would enable users of E-spray equipment to attain high 
levels of cost savings in the form of reduced material usage and lower lead times to 
production.   
This goal is approached by using numerical simulations to solve the equations that 
describe the flow of the entraining air stream, the electrostatic (E/S) field, and the 
resultant droplet trajectories.  The numerical technique for this project is a combination of 
three models - an axisymmetric solution of a k-ε turbulence model for the continuum 
velocity field, an axisymmetric solution of the Poisson equation for the E/S field, and 
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particle tracking of sprayed droplets in 3D cylindrical coordinates.  These equations are 
coupled through time-averaged space charge estimated from the droplet trajectories.   The 
material properties and operating conditions of the E-spray gun are the inputs to the 
model.  The model, by predicting the spatial distribution of the spray and the charge 
accumulation on the substrate, is able to also gauge the effect of operating parameters on 
localized film deposition rates, transfer efficiency, and coating uniformity. 
The current model and representative predictions will be presented in Chapters 3 and 
4.   Several important assumptions have been made in the development of this model as 
listed below: 
1) The charge attributed to the droplets is proportional to droplet surface 
area.  While some researchers maintain that E/S models should use a 
constant charge-to-mass ratio to describe the charge characteristics of 
droplets,2 it is proposed that through the principles of charge mobility 
and the physics of charge induction, only the surface of the droplet 
would contain any charge.  Therefore, the charge-to-mass ratio cannot be 
constant.  This alternative method for assigning charge may help explain 
some anomalous results reported by Bell & Hochberg.3 
 
2) The comprehensive model of atomization dynamics can be approximated 
by presuming initial positions and velocities of the droplets and by 
utilizing a mean droplet size.  The intricacies of atomization are 
extremely complex.  As a simplification, the droplets are assumed to be 
released as droplets in proximity to the bell-cup traveling at a velocity 
consistent with the rotational speed of the bell-cup and the drag force 
supplied by the focusing air.  In addition, the droplets are assumed to 
carry no angular velocity, so a “curve-ball” effect is not considered in 
this model.  The parametric effects on droplet size are encompassed by 
an empirical relationship developed by Bell & Hochberg to establish a 
mean droplet diameter and an assumed Log Normal size distribution to 
account for variations in size. 3, 4 
 
3) An axisymmetric k-ε turbulence model is suitable for the modeling of 
this system. The effectiveness of the k-ε model has been questioned 
when modeling flows with a strong swirling component (e.g. a cyclone 
separator separating high solids fractions in water).5  The only area in 
which there could be a strong swirling component would be at the bell-
cup surface, which rapidly dissipates.  Comparison of results using an 
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alternative turbulence model (e.g. vorticity) would enable the 
quantification of errors introduced by the k-ε model. 
 
4) Droplet evaporation is negligible and can be ignored.  Mass transfer 
calculations on simulations run indicate that the flight-time of a droplet 
is short enough to preclude significant evaporation (i.e. order of 
magnitude calculations indicate a < 1% reduction in diameter).  While 
the temperature of the droplet may decrease due to evaporative cooling, 
changes in spray viscosity are neglected as droplet deposition is not 
modeled. 
 
5) A dilute spray is assumed (i.e. no particle-particle interactions or effects 
of drag force exerted on the air velocity stream are considered).  Using 
the criteria set forth by Crowe, et al., this assumption is valid for the 
entire solution domain, with the exception of the first few millimeters of 
spray coming from the nozzle. 6   Therefore, trajectories can be 
determined independently for each droplet. 
 
While expanding the model to eliminate of all of these assumptions would be ideal, 
the first two assumptions are the most suspect and will receive additional scrutiny.  The 
final three assumptions are deemed negligible given that they involve special 
circumstances or a complete rework of the thesis and will not be pursued further.  Of 
course the final validation of these assumptions will be in the comparison with 
experimental data.  Direct comparison between the simulation model and the physical 
experiments at various parametric settings is contained in Chapter 6.   
1.3. Literature Review 
Electrostatic phenomena involving liquids were studied as early as 1745 when Bose 
first noticed that an atomized spray would be ejected from a capillary when a high 
potential was applied to it.7  In 1867, Lord Kelvin developed an electrostatic generator 
that ran on water using induction to charge the spray.  Because of the increased field at 
the nozzle of the generator, the flow rate of the liquid was increased; therefore, this 
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generator was one of the very first electrostatic sprayers.8  These principles were not put 
into industrial practice until World War II, when E-spray was used to paint Navy ships.  
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Figure 1.3:  Simplified drawing of an electrostatic spray booth used to paint car 
doors.  The doors are brought in through one side of the booth and carried across 
the spray using an electrically grounded hanger conveyor. 
 
 
 
In one of its earliest industrial uses, E-spraying was used to apply paint to metal parts 
in the automotive industry, where it is still widely used today.9  Because of efficiency of 
material usage and completeness of coverage, this technique has been applied to many 
other areas. One such area is crop dusting.  The ability of charged droplets to “turn a 
corner” and coat the underside of leaves makes electrostatic application of pesticides 
highly effective at reducing pest populations. 10   Another innovation in the use of 
electrostatics is in the pharmaceutical industry with charged inhalers.11  Also, the ability 
of electrostatic atomization to produce uniform droplet sizes is exploited in the 
production of thin-film ceramics.12  However, the bulk of the E-spray industry is still the 
application of coatings.  The coating material discussed in this thesis is a non-aqueous 
paint, in the form of a xylene / polystyrene solution, applied to a conductive substrate 
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using a bell-cup electrostatic spray gun. 
Electrostatic spray in a typical industrial setting is performed in a spray booth as 
shown in Figure 1.3.  This drawing depicts a simplified version of a coating process for 
automotive parts.  The parts, car doors in this instance, are carried into the spray booth 
via an electrically grounded hanger conveyor.  Usually, spray booths incorporate laminar 
airflow that gently pushes the spray cloud of paint droplets toward the target.  In certain 
instances, focusing air further accentuates this hydrodynamic motion. Depending on the 
number of items passing in front of the spray gun per minute, or the index time of the 
conveyor, the spray gun may be allowed to spray continuously, thus reducing any spatter 
from the gun encountered due to spray initiation.  
Various aspects of the E-spray coating process have been the subjects of recent 
research. The following literature review is structured to present topics in the same order 
as experienced by a parcel of fluid during electrostatic spraying.  The intent of this 
sequencing is to review the contributions of prior authors as well as the overall physics of 
the process.  In this vein, the topics will be covered in the following order:   
1) Electrostatic field model without droplets  
2) Atomization model 
a. Rotary atomization 
b. Atomization by air impingement 
c. Electrostatic atomization 
3) Droplet charging  
4) Electrostatic field model with droplets 
5) Particle transport of droplets 
6) Droplet evaporation 
7) Droplet deposition 
8) Charge accumulation and decay 
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1.3.1. Electrostatic field model without droplets 
Before the spray begins, the bell-cup is already brought to electrostatic potential, 
thus establishing an electrostatic field around the spray nozzle.  A wide variety of 
methods have been implemented to calculate this electrostatic field surrounding charged 
objects.  Simple geometries can be solved for using simplistic approaches such as finite 
difference.  However, as the geometry becomes more complex, more sophisticated 
techniques are required.13  The ranges of techniques employed are finite difference, finite 
element, boundary element, boundary integration, and charge simulation.14   
Although modeling of electrostatic fields has been an area of scientific curiosity for 
nearly two centuries, Elmoursi developed modeling techniques for electrical 
characterization of complex bell-cup geometries, the results of which were used in the 
design of modern bell-cups such as the ones used in this research.  However, the models 
of Elmoursi applied only to transport of ions, not droplets (i.e. drag forces, etc. are 
ignored).15,16  
1.3.2. Atomization model 
The atomization of the spray material by a rotary bell-cup incorporates the 
combination of several different atomization mechanisms:  rotary shear, the shear 
induced by air impingement, and electrostatic disruption.  While there is a scarcity of 
authors publishing on rotary bell-cup atomization, there are many who have focused on 
one or two aspects of it.  For example, Bailey et al. explore the nature of the droplet size 
distribution of sprayed liquids and define the limits in which a Rosin-Rammler 
distribution, a volume-based size distribution given by: 
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where [x] is the particle size, [x¯] is the mean droplet size, [1-v], is the volume fraction 
exceeding [x], and [δ] is the distribution width parameter.  
This equation could lead to inaccurate results due to dependency of the mean droplet 
size, [x¯], on the distribution width parameter, [δ], as well as the unrealistic quality that 
the distribution parameter cannot accommodate droplet sizes approaching zero.  Instead, 
Bailey proposed the use of a log-normal distribution to describe particle or droplet 
sizes.17   
1.3.2.1. Rotary atomization   
Not all paint spray systems using rotary atomization incorporate electrostatics to 
improve transfer efficiency or droplet size homogeneity.  Davies and Cheah investigate 
the mechanisms of atomization and outline the different modes of atomization for a 
spinning, non-charged disc.  Based on parametric conditions and experimental 
observations, they arrive at a “ligand number,” which links the mode of atomization to 
non-dimensional parameters.18 
 
Figure 1.4:  High speed photograph of a rotary atomizer with electrostatic assist 
showing the formation of ligands trailing the rotation of the bell-cup and droplets 
forming at the end of each ligand.19  (Photo courtesy of Wolfson Electrostatics) 
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Kazama performed a study of how the flow rate of liquid paint over the internal 
structure of various bell-cup designs affects atomization.20  The primary parameter used 
was the internal shape of a bell-cup and a qualitative relationship between the internals of 
the bell-cup and the droplet size distribution was made.   Bell & Hochberg measured how 
different spray parameter sets affect the mean droplet size of paints in an electrostatic 
rotary atomizer.  Their findings were that the mechanical shear is deemed the dominant 
contributor to atomization in electrostatic rotary atomizers; however, their research did 
not address any contributions to atomization from the impingement of the high-velocity 
air on the fluid feed stream.3  A correlation based on their findings has been used in this 
thesis to define the mean droplet size. 
1.3.2.2. Atomization by air impingement 
While rotary shear plays a significant role in the efficiency of atomization, Frazer et 
al. studied the effects of air impingement on a liquid sheet formed by a rotating bell-cup.  
Their findings show that there is a relationship between the thickness of the liquid sheet 
and the mean droplet diameter.  To that end, they were able to establish a semi-empirical 
relationship between operating parameters and mean droplet size.21  However, this work 
did not include any effects of electrostatics on the disruption of the liquid sheet. 
1.3.2.3. Electrostatic atomization   
The electrostatic disruption of a jet into droplets has been studied for over 250 years.  
Bose is credited with the first investigation into the phenomenon of electrostatic 
disruption in 1745.7  In 1882, Lord Rayleigh presented a theory relating the stability of a 
liquid droplet to the balance of forces between the electrostatic repulsion on the surface to 
the surface tension.22  Extending the theory of Rayleigh, Zeleny in 1917 measured a 
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relationship between the meniscus at a charged capillary tip and the current received at a 
grounded electrode, after which, he observed a relationship between the square of the 
potential at which self-evolved spraying begins is proportional to the surface tension of 
the liquid and the radius of the capillary.23 
After this pioneering work done in the early 1900’s, the investigation into the 
different modes of electrostatic atomization as well as what drives those modes was 
further pursued by Bailey, Cloupeau et al., later by Shiryaeva et al., and again by 
Shkadov et al.  Bailey’s review was quite extensive – covering the aspects of the energy 
balances, charge balances, and mass balances; and how these three all related to the 
formation of droplets.7  Cloupeau et al. investigated how variations in experimental setup 
(e.g. wettability of the atomization injector needle) could significantly change the 
atomization mode, thus accounting for variations in results from author to author.24  
Shiryaeva et al. focused more on the relationship between the individual time scales and 
how they related to the various modes of electrostatic atomization, demonstrating that the 
time needed to form droplets is of the same magnitude as the time to charge the droplet.25  
The findings of Shiryaeva et al. are not in agreement with calculated findings of this 
thesis, a topic that is discussed later in Chapter 2.  Shkadov et al. focused his 
investigation on non-linear, non-axisymmetric perturbations in the spray stream. 26  
However, none of these studies has investigated the combination of electrostatics with 
rotary atomization or air impingement. 
1.3.3. Droplet Charging 
Some of the studies presented earlier examined the effect of different materials on the 
efficiency of charging.22,23,25  However, Jayaram and Cross investigated the mechanisms 
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of charging as an independent phenomenon, in which they doped non-conducting 
transformer oil with an ionic additive to assess the changes in electro hydrodynamic 
(EHD) motion, noting that a critical conductive contamination level is necessary to move 
ordinarily insulating materials via EHD effects.27  Later, they teamed with Weckman to 
consider how their results applied when those same materials were sprayed citing that 
charge motion is dominated by convection.28  Carrying this work one step further, Atten 
and Oliveri studied the kinetics of charge migration during the breakup of a circular jet.  
Their analysis produced a model for the electrostatic potential build-up on a droplet 
versus time for various shapes of jet.29  In this regard, the work of Atten and Oliveri 
provides a closer look at the dynamics of droplet charging during electrostatic 
atomization.  
The physical attributes of electrostatically-generated sprays has also been widely 
studied.  Anestos et al. measured the charge-to-mass distribution of electrostatic sprays.  
Their work was done on non-rotating, electrostatically-charged, air-assisted nozzles.  For 
their particular spray apparatus, the conclusion was that the primary charging mechanism 
was the break-up of the charged liquid surface.30  Artana et al. derives models for the 
charge-to-mass ratio of inductively charged sprays originating from a capillary nozzle.31  
Higashiyama et al. made comparative measurements of droplet diameter and specific 
charge in charged and non-charged water sprays.32  They concluded that, while charged 
droplets have a more uniform particle size distribution, they also have a more widely 
dispersed landing pattern due to electrostatic repulsion.  Hartman et al. identify a 
relationship between the size and charge of a droplet for a capillary electrostatic sprayer 
operating in cone-jet mode noting that size segregation occurs as the result of changes in 
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inertia and electrostatic interaction.33  While some of the physics involved with these 
models is applicable to the rotary bell atomizer, none of these researchers has 
investigated droplet charging using this technique. 
1.3.4. Particle transport of electrostatically charged droplets 
Hakberg et al. and Filippov developed models of electrostatically charged droplets in 
flight through a quiescent domain (i.e. no focusing air involved).34, 35  Tanasescu et al.  
modeled an electrostatic sprayer using an irrotational flow model.36  Meesters et al. 
presented a computer simulation; but it did not account for droplet size or charge 
distribution.  Also, Meesters’ modeled a singular droplet path and not a multitude of 
droplets, neglecting particle-particle interactions.9 
Ellwood and Braslaw assembled a comprehensive model using an iterative particle 
source in cell (PSIC) approach.2  Ellwood assumes that the droplet charge to mass ratio is 
constant, and calls on an empirical correlation developed by Bell and Hochberg to 
determine this value.  However, not only did Bell and Hochberg use a different bell-cup 
to develop their relationships, but they also reported variations in the charge to mass ratio 
within the spray cloud indicating a dependence on droplet size. 3  On the other hand, the 
model presented here makes the assumption that the droplet charge is proportional to the 
surface area of the droplet and the electrical current draw of the gun.   
1.3.5. Droplet evaporation and disruption 
Once atomized, material is more prone to evaporation, given the increase in overall 
surface area.  Ranz & Marshall performed experiments to define the primary mechanisms 
responsible for the evaporation of droplets during flight on both pure water and water 
containing solutes.37  Their findings were that evaporation from the surface of the droplet 
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is independent of the droplet’s average solute concentration – instead it resembles that of 
the pure solvent.  Furthermore, they showed that the surface temperature of the droplet is 
actually cooled due to the evaporation, lowering the local vapor pressure on the droplet 
surface.  Later, in 1968, Marshall collaborated with Dickinson to elaborate further on the 
phenomena involved in droplet evaporation.38  They determined that the rate at which a 
droplet evaporates when at a high velocity is less than that of a stationary droplet of the 
same size.  However, in neither of these works was the mention of electrostatic charge 
made. 
Around that same time, Doyle et al. investigated the evaporation of electrostatically 
charged droplets 60-200 µm in diameter while they were suspended between two charged 
plates.39  Their results agreed well with the criteria set forth by Rayleigh on the stability 
of electrostatically charged droplets.40  In an extension of Doyle et al., Abbas & Latham 
expand the size range of interest to include droplets up to one millimeter in size.41  It is 
their finding that droplets over one millimeter in diameter do not succumb to disruption 
as a means of stabilizing the electrostatic surface pressure present during the evaporation 
of charged droplets.  Instead, these large droplets lose their charge by means of corona 
discharge.  Exploring the smaller end of the size range, Schweizer and Hanson, duplicate 
the experiments of Doyle, but instead look at droplets ranging in size from 15 to 40 µm.42  
They showed that when a droplet breaks up, the mother droplet loses a significantly 
larger proportion of the charge relative to the mass lost (e.g. 23% charge loss versus 5% 
mass loss).  This phenomenon was later studied by Duft et al. to show that the bulk of the 
charge is distributed to a multitude of finer droplets all of which begin their existence at 
the Rayleigh stability limit indicating that these droplets, too, are on the verge of 
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disruption.43  These papers all indicate that during disruption a constant charge-to-mass 
ratio is not observed; i.e. the charge of droplets decreases significantly faster than the 
volume (or mass) of the droplet during disruption. 
1.3.6. Droplet deposition 
The deposition of droplets, like its counterpart, atomization, is a very complicated 
phenomenon to model.  Some researchers have developed empirical models based on 
physical measurements instead of trying to model droplet deposition from first principles.  
One such group of researchers is Perel et al.  His group built an electrostatic atomization 
unit for the production of metal powders where they characterized the behavior of these 
molten metal droplets.44 
Inkpen, in his thesis, examined how an electrostatic field local to a deposited coating 
altered the appearance of metallic paints.  His observation was that the flakes in the paint 
became polarized to the local electrostatic field, causing the orientation of the flakes to be 
perpendicular to the surface of the coating, thus diminishing its metallic luster.45  
In 2002, Hurevich et al. developed a simulation of a plasma spray. 46  By using 
distributions in droplet size and initial velocity, they were able to construct a stochastic 
model determining the coating profile produced at various operating conditions.  Ivosevic 
et al. also developed a droplet deposition simulation, the focus of which was on 
individual droplet impacts based on the first principles.47  However, because both groups 
were dealing with either plasma or thermal sprays, electromotive effects were not 
relevant and therefore not taken into account.   
Ye et al.48,49,50 published in 2002 a series of papers on electrostatic spraying.  While 
most of these papers dealt with corona-charged powder spray systems, the computer 
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simulation written was able to be modified to accommodate various spray application 
techniques from a pneumatic atomizer to a rotary bell electrostatic spray gun.  Later, in 
2005, this same research group published under Domnick, et al. published comparisons 
between their simulations and experimental results.51  By taking measurements of the 
droplet sizes and flow fields using phase-Doppler anemometry at both the spray inlet and 
at 25 mm from the target, they were able to get good correlation between their measured 
and simulated results.  Another aspect of the rotary bell system in use by Domnick et al. 
was the significance of recirculation of smaller droplets in the immediate vicinity of the 
bell, causing a wide range of droplet flight times.  
Huang, et al. 52 modified the KIVA-3V software package, and engine simulation built 
by Los Alamos, to simulate rotary-bell electrostatic spray.  This was achieved by 
converting the valve body of the KIVA-3V domain into a rotating bell and ascribing an 
electrostatic field in the form of six external electrodes, another typical spray 
configuration.  Using a fixed droplet size, they were able to show that the air currents in 
an electrostatic spray system develop in roughly 6 milliseconds, meaning that the only 
transient velocity present after this time is stochastic turbulent motion.  By taking 
advantage of this aspect, this present research incorporates a pseudo steady-state, that is, 
only turbulent velocity is considered transient.  
1.4. Thesis Organization 
Chapter 2 consists of a review of the physics of E-Spray.  This review is comprised of 
following a parcel of liquid throughout the E-spray process – from the feed tank to the 
final coated substrate.  The intent is to provide an in-depth view of what the spray 
material undergoes during the process in a step-by-step structure similar to that of the 
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literature review of this chapter.  Once the individual physical events have been outlined, 
Chapter 3 explains the models proposed for describing these phenomena. 
In Chapter 4, a base case for these combined models is presented as well as sensitivity 
studies on the input parameters of the models.  Trends associated with the transfer 
efficiency of the spray process as well as the coating uniformity are identified.  Chapter 5 
describes a series of physical experiments that will be used to validate the trends 
identified via computer simulation. Comparisons are made between a series of 
simulations and experiments to test the robustness of the model in Chapter 6.  In Chapter 
7, both the experimental data and the simulated results are used to propose an optimized 
set of conditions to provide for an “ideal” spray distribution pattern – one that possesses 
the ability to form a uniform thickness distribution over a wide area by having 
complimentary thickness with each subsequent pass.  Conclusions and recommendations 
for future work are outlined in Chapter 8. 
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2.0 CHAPTER 2:  PHYSICS OF ELECTROSTATIC SPRAY 
The goal of this research is to develop a mathematical model of an E-spray process 
capable of predicting coating uniformity and transfer efficiency.  This chapter presents a 
review of the physics involved in E-spray.  The purpose behind this model is to answer 
the following research questions: 
1) What parameters are dominant in controlling coating thickness 
distribution and transfer efficiency?   
2) Are high coating uniformity and high transfer efficiency mutually 
obtainable? 
3) What parameter set will provide the best coating uniformity at the 
best transfer efficiency? 
4) How are the optimal conditions affected by the spray material 
properties (and other “uncontrollable” properties)? 
 
The simulation method described in this thesis is a combination of three models – a 
Poisson electrostatic (E/S) model, a k-ε turbulence model for the air velocity field and a 
3D particle tracking model of sprayed droplets.  These models are used to predict the 
trajectories for a collection of particles with randomly chosen attributes; specifically, 
initial position, initial velocity, and diameter, all of which are chosen from fixed 
distributions.  In addition to the random distributions of the initial conditions, the 
direction of the turbulent air velocity as it contributes to the continuum velocity field is 
another source of randomness involved in the trajectories of the particles.  The collection 
of these trajectories is used to produce a “spray plume” of droplets flowing toward the 
substrate.  The term “spray plume” describes the visual effect observed during a spraying 
operation in which the spray almost appears to be a semi-solid object.  Time-averaged 
space charges estimated from the droplet trajectories throughout the spray plume are used 
to couple the three models.   The inputs to the simulation are the material properties of 
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the spray material and operating conditions of the E-spray gun.  Users of this simulation 
are able to gauge the effect of the input parameters on localized film deposition rates, 
transfer efficiency, and coating uniformity by predicting the spatial distribution of the 
spray on the substrate. 
The topics for review in this chapter will be presented in order of occurrence for a 
parcel of fluid throughout its path, from start to finish covered in the following order:   
1) Electrostatic field without droplets 
2) Electrostatic-assisted rotary bell atomization 
3) Droplet charging  
4) Electrostatic field model with droplets 
5) Particle transport of droplets 
6) Droplet evaporation 
7) Droplet deposition 
8) Charge accumulation and decay 
 
2.1. System description 
As briefly discussed in Chapter 1, the preferred mode of introducing material to the 
gun is by a pressure displacement tank.  The reasoning behind this is to reduce any 
oscillations in flow rate ordinarily associated with pumping mechanisms.  Such 
oscillations would cause a periodic pattern on the finished piece, and as shown later, also 
varies the mean particle diameter for the spray.  In addition, most industrial applications 
of E-spray also use a continuous spray technique to avoid “spitting” defects that would be 
encountered during intermittent spraying cycles. 
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Figure 2.1:  Schematic of an Electrostatic Spray System 
 
 
 
The use of a steady, uninterrupted stream of fluid is a good practice when one 
considers the design of the gun itself.  Rotary-bell atomizers have what can be described 
as a “feed tube” located at the axis of the bell.  By forming a low-pressure jet, or “limp 
stream”, the spray material is introduced through this tube into the center of the rotating 
bell as shown in Figure 2.1.  It is a design consideration when purchasing a rotary-bell 
atomizer system to specify the internal diameter of this feed tube.  An ideal system would 
provide enough axial velocity to allow the stream to bridge the gap between the 
stationary feed tube and the rotating bell-cup without causing undesired effects such as 
the dissolution of gas or foaming of the spray material.  Typical operating conditions for 
a pressure feed tank would be 20 to 40 psig for materials having viscosities of 10 to 100 
cP.  Therefore, to provide suitable back pressure to produce a low-pressure jet, the inner 
diameter of feed tubes ranges from 1/16” to 1/8”. 
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On the Aerobell 33, a shroud circumscribes the bell-cup.  This shroud provides an 
annulus through which the focusing air is supplied to the spray.  The focusing air pushes 
the spray toward the target; otherwise, the droplets would primarily leave the bell-cup 
perpendicular to the axis of the rotation as the axial component without the focusing air 
stream is negligible.  While the focusing air assists the droplets in reaching the target, 
excessive airflow can form highly focused streams of material, dominated by 
hydrodynamic interaction between the air stream and the droplets.  Such over-focusing 
can lead to running paint and a general non-uniformity in coating thickness, thus negating 
some of the benefit of electrostatic attraction. 
The nature of the focusing air is turbulent, based on the thickness of the annulus, due 
to the relatively high gas velocities and that open jets are typically treated as turbulent 
since they have no boundaries to restrict the flow and freely intermix with the 
surrounding stagnant air.  The jet collapses from an annulus into a single stream due to 
turbulent mixing.  This increased focusing of the air stream also contributes to the inward 
radial drag on the droplet during flight. 
2.2. Electrostatic Field without Droplets 
Electrostatic fields are ubiquitous. Even before the potential of the bell-cup is 
activated or charged spray droplets are present in the domain, an electrostatic field is 
present.  However, once the bell-cup is activated, the boundary conditions describing that 
electrostatic field change and will change yet again with the release of a charged spray.  
But before such a complex set of physics is covered, a review of the principles of 
electrostatic physics is in order. 
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All electrostatic calculations are based on three experimental facts: 
1. Charge exists (both positive and negative) - William Gilbert (1540-
1603) 
2. Coulomb’s Law as defined in Equation 2.1 
3. The concept of superposition, which states that not only do 
electrostatic forces add as vectors, as all forces do, but that the force 
between two charges is not affected by a third. 
 
What is meant by charge, when speaking in electrostatic terms, is a property of matter 
resulting from the temporary loss or gain of electrons in comparison to its surroundings.  
As a result, charge can be either positive or negative.  Items, such as two metal plates, 
that are fixed in relative position while having opposite charge will exert an attractive 
force toward each other, whereas plates with like charge will repel each other.  The 
magnitude of the force is proportional to the product of the two charges.   
The definition of electrostatic force is the force one charge, q0,  experiences as the 
result of another, q, with directionality defined by a unit vector, ur ,  connecting the two 
charged points separated by a distance of r.  In the example shown in Equation 2.1, 
ur would originate at q. 
 uF r
r
2
0
/ 4 r
qq
o
se πε=  (2.1) 
  
If one were to place a “test charge” (a massless particle possessing a charge) between 
two charged plates, the movement of charge would be affected by electrostatic forces not 
only between the two plates but also by the charge of the test charge relative to its 
environment.  The direction of the electrostatic force and test particle motion runs parallel 
to electrostatic field lines. Electrostatic force, se /F
r
, exerted on a given charged point, q0, 
can also be represented as the product of the magnitude of q0 and the electrostatic field 
generated by its surroundings as shown in Equation 2.2.    
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 EF
rr
0/ qse =  (2.2) 
 
Given the equivalency of Equations 2.1 and 2.2, the electrostatic field can also be 
represented as the charge of the environment, q, acting on q0 originating from q as shown 
in Equation 2.3.  
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However, this equation only describes the electrostatic field between two distinct point 
charges, which is used as the basis for more complex scenarios.  Equation 2.4 describes a 
more practical example in which a group of N charges is considered and the total force on 
q0 is the vector sum of each of these individual forces. (i.e. superpositioning holds true 
for fields as well.)  
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When modeling electrostatics, typically individual charges are not known or may not 
be present.  In these instances, the boundary conditions considered involve a scalar 
function known as the electrostatic potential, Φ. A solution for the electrostatic field can 
also be described as a gradient of the scalar, Φ, as shown in Equation 2.5. 
 Φ−∇=E
r
 (2.5) 
 
 
The negative on the right side of Equation 2.5 indicates that the direction of the 
electrostatic field follows from the higher potentials to the lower ones.  This means that a 
test charge present in the electrostatic field will travel in the direction from highest 
potential to lowest potential.   
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Because charge migrates to the outer surface of a conductor, as demonstrated by 
Faraday in 1836, an object made of metal has no electrostatic potential gradient within its 
body.  With no potential gradient, Equation 2.5 dictates that there can be no electrostatic 
field lines within the conductor.  As a result, electrostatic field lines cannot pass through 
conductors (i.e. metal).  When a metal object carries no charge, it is said to be 
“grounded”.  Otherwise, the outside of the object has a non-zero electrostatic potential.  
This property is valuable in electrostatic shielding, and also facilitates in the construction 
of electrostatic models and experiments, as will be discussed further in Chapters 3 and 5; 
respectively.   
2.3. Electrostatic Assisted Rotary Bell Atomization 
The bell-cup voltage, rotational speed, and focusing air velocity are key parameters 
that affect the size, charge, and trajectory of the spray droplets.  Bell & Hochberg (1981) 
demonstrated a power law relationship between the mean droplet size ( pD ) and each of 
the following properties: the bell voltage (Φ), rotation speed (ω), fluid feed rate ( LV& ), and 
feed viscosity (µL). 3  The combination of these relationships, while not made specifically 
by Bell & Hochberg, can be surmised through their data to form Equation 2.6 shown 
below. 
 ( ) 2.04.07.02.0      ,,, −−−Φ=Φ= LLLLp VCVfD μωμω &&  (2.6) 
 
 
The constant, C, is depends on the geometry of the bell-cup used.  For example, in the 
Bell & Hochberg paper, C equals 12,500 for a bell-cup diameter of 72.5 mm.  It was the 
finding of Bell & Hochberg that mechanical shear is the dominant contributor to 
atomization, even at high voltages. 
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An important aspect when dealing with electrostatic atomization, and the next section 
for that matter, is the amount of time in which a droplet forms.  As a modification of a 
derivation in literature on atomization generation time, the following scaling arguments 
are offered. 21 
Assuming that the rotation of the bell-cup forms ligands of liquid and that the 
impingement of the focusing air on these ligands form instabilities in their structure, an 
order of magnitude calculation can be made as to the time needed to form a droplet.53  
Figure 2.2 shows the cross-sectional geometry of a typical ring ligand formation.   
 
 
 
Figure 2.2:  Cross-section of bell-cup lip at lip during ligand formation.  Ring-
shaped ligand breaks from the continuous film of liquid to form individual droplets. 
 
 
 
The force imparted on a ligand due to drag caused by air flowing parallel to the ligand 
extension direction can be written as: 
  
 
2
RaaDrag A vF αρ=
r
  (2.7) 
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Where α is a constant of proportionality equaling slightly less than unity to signify only a 
partial contribution from drag on the ligand formation; ρa is the density of air; Aa is the 
cross-sectional area of the air flow, and vR is the relative velocity between the air and the 
liquid in the ligand.  As a first approximation, α is considered to be equal to the cosine of 
the angle between the bell-cup lip and the air stream, or α = cosine (36.8°) ≈ 0.8. 
By breaking out the velocity terms and expressing them in terms of mass flow rate, 
LM& , density and cross-sectional area, Equation 2.7 can be rewritten as follows: 
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Because the density of the liquid is so much larger than that of the air, the last term on 
the right-hand side of Equation 2.8 can be neglected.  This force term can be used to 
evaluate the time it takes to generate a droplet by evaluating the change in velocity 
experienced by the ligand at the moment of atomization.  When a droplet breaks free of a 
ligand, there is a change in the velocity of the droplet.  This velocity change can be 
written as:
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(2.9) 
 
In Equation 2.9, τ droplet is the amount of time necessary to form the ligand and mL is 
the mass of the separated ligand.  Also, the mass of the ligand is equal to the product of 
the liquid flow rate and the time needed to form the droplet as shown in Equation 2.10. 
  
 droplet
L
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Mm τ&=  (2.10) 
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where S is a term for the number of serrations present in the bell-cup.  Substituting 
Equation 2.10 into Equation 2.9 yields: 
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An assumption being made here is that the velocity of the liquid film is similar to that 
of the initial velocity of the droplet.21  Using this assumption one can assert that the 
change in velocity due to droplet formation is of the same order as that of the liquid film 
just prior to break-up.   
 vv
rr ≈Δ L  (2.12) 
 
By the continuity equation, the mass flow rate of the liquid in the ligands, LM& , can be 
expressed as shown in Equation 2.13 using the notation of Figure 2.2.  
In the cited article, the rotating spray systems that has no serrations on the bell-cup; 
therefore, a ring ligand is formed.  A ring ligand is the thick lip formed at the outer edge 
of a film sheet resulting from surface tension.21  However, the spray system being 
modeled in this thesis does make use of serrations on the lip of the bell-cup to assist in 
atomization.  For the purposes of deriving the approximate scaling involved in the mass 
flow rate of the liquid film, the serrations on the bell cup are neglected. 
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In Equation 2.13, p is the perimeter of the ring ligand of radius R formed through 
rotation of the bell-cup and e is the cross-sectional height of the liquid film moving at 
velocity vr . 
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Using the assumption in Equation 2.12 and substituting Equation 2.11 and Equation 
2.13 into Equation 2.8, we are able to solve for the thickness of the liquid film prior to 
separation of the ring ligand, e as shown in Equation 2.14. 
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The volume of the ring ligand as it breaks off is shown in Equation 2.15 is the product 
of the perimeter of the ring ligand, the length of the disturbance that formed the ring, and 
the liquid film thickness. 
 eRVligand λπ2=  (2.15) 
 
The time it takes for a ring ligand to form can then be written as: 
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If the assumption is made that λ ≈ e, then the time necessary to produce a ring ligand, 
and therefore a droplet, can be found using easily obtained parameters describing the 
macroscopic aspects of the spray while making minimal assumptions about what is 
happening on a microscopic level.   Using these parameters, a value of roughly 10-5 is 
necessary to produce so long as α is greater than 0.2.  A plot of the droplet generation 
time versus α is given in Section 4.13.1. 
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2.4. Droplet Charging 
Although mechanical shear supersedes all other forms of atomization in a rotary bell 
atomizer, the charge imparted on the droplets by the electrostatic field does contribute to 
atomization.  By virtue of the Rayleigh limit for electrostatics; i.e. droplets with a high 
surface charge spontaneously break into smaller droplets.  The Rayleigh stability limit 
predicts the maximum size droplet for a given charge.54  The Rayleigh limit is a force 
balance between the electrostatic repulsion of charges on the surface of the liquid and the 
cohesive force of surface tension.55  When only this mode of droplet formation is used, it 
provides a narrower droplet size distribution than that of conventional atomization.56   
To determine whether or not a droplet is fully charged, a comparison between the 
amount of time it takes to produce a droplet and the amount of time it takes to fully 
charge that droplet must be made.  The droplet production time is addressed in the 
previous section (Section 2.3).  The characteristic relaxation time of droplet charging is a 
much simpler calculation based solely on the electrical properties of the material being 
sprayed and therefore requiring no assumptions.  It is a ratio of the relative permitivity of 
the spray material, εR, (2.274 in this instance)57, and its electrical conductivity, σ ( 
measured at 75.8 pS/m in this instance), multiplied by the permitiivty of free space (8.85 
pF/m) as demonstrated in Equation 2.17 below.8 
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In the case of electrostatically assisted rotary bell atomizers, the time in which a 
droplet is formed is of the same order of magnitude as characteristic relaxation time of 
droplet charging, the charge on the droplet in most cases does not reach the full capacity 
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dictated by the Rayleigh limit.  In fact, values of anywhere between 5 to 50% of this limit 
have been reported in the literature. 
The amount of charge that each droplet is capable of holding is a strong function of 
the droplet size.  In this thesis, the total charge delivered to the nozzle per unit time (i.e. 
the “gun current”) is assumed to be a known parameter, measured from experiments.  
This charge is distributed to droplets according to their surface area – i.e. the charge to 
surface area ratio is assumed constant.  This procedure differs from prior models where 
the charge-to-mass ratio was held constant.2  As a result of laboratory experiments, a 
correlation has been established for how the gun current depends on operating parameters 
similar to the droplet size correlation of Bell and Hochberg.   
2.5. Electrostatic Field with Droplets 
Because of the inherent difficulty in measuring the charge on a single droplet in a 
group of charges, it is desirable to not represent charge as the discrete property, qi, but as 
a continuous property, Q.  To do this, an average density of charge is defined as follows: 
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By taking the limit as ΔV goes to zero, a continuous charge density function is 
defined as: 
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The total contained charge in a volume can then be defined by the volume integral of 
the charge density. 
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Therefore, for a continuous distribution of charges, one can substitute Equation 2.20 into 
Equation 2.4 yielding: 
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Because the evaluation point for the electrostatic field is not necessarily within a 
volume of charge, as shown in Figure 2.3, it is sometimes convenient to use two sets of 
position variables.  In the above equation, an apostrophe is used to denote the variables 
describing where the charge density is being evaluated throughout a continuous mass of 
collected charges whereas, r, for example, is specifying the location where the 
electrostatic field is being evaluated.   
 
 
 
Figure 2.3:  Point being evaluated for electrostatic field outside of a continuous mass 
of charges 
 
 
 
However, with the exception of very simple cases, such as a few charged droplets 
and/or simplified symmetry, neither Equation 2.4 nor Equation 2.21 provides a way of 
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defining the electrostatic field in a real situation.  To develop an equation that can be used 
to define the electrostatic field, Gauss’ Law is used which states that the flux of the 
electric field can be written as: 
 0ε
QdS =•∫ nE rr
 
(2.22) 
 
In other areas of study, for example in fluid mechanics, Gauss’ Law describes flux as 
the movement of something (in this instance fluid) across a boundary.  However, in the 
case of electrostatics, the word “flux” is in fact a misnomer.  An electrostatic field by 
itself has no motion across an enclosing boundary.  Instead, field lines merely indicate the 
path that a test charge would take should it be introduced to such a field.  One 
complicating aspect of Gauss’ Law as written in Equation 2.22 is that it does not specify 
at what point the field is being evaluated.  Instead, it describes the sum of all the fields 
being evaluated along the surface, S, which means that it has infinite solutions. 
However, Gauss’ Law can be written in another form, which is much more useful in 
that it does not require symmetry or any special conditions to be tractable.  This more 
useful form is one of Maxwell’s Equations, also known as the differential form of Gauss’ 
Law.  
 0ε
ρ=•∇ Er
 
(2.23) 
 
This relates the divergence of the electric field to the charge density.  Combining 
Equation 2.5 with Equation 2.23 provides a complete form of the electrostatic equation  
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Equation 2.24, also known as the Poisson equation, provides a method to evaluate the 
electrostatic field present in a domain – provided that the potential is known.  When there 
are no charged droplets present in the domain, that is, ρ equals zero, Equation 2.24 is 
known as the LaPlace equation.  In either instance, Poisson or LaPlace, the force acting 
on a charged droplet present in the electrostatic domain can be determined by multiplying 
the charge of the droplet by the field present, as stated earlier in Equation 2.2. 
2.6. Particle transport of droplets 
Like all spraying techniques, the performance of E-spray applicators is highly 
sensitive to droplet size.  The three primary forces experienced by the droplet: fluid drag 
(FD), Couloumbic force (FC), and gravity (FG) are all affected by the size of the particle.  
The droplet mass (and therefore FG ) scales with the volume of the droplet while the fluid 
drag scales with the surface area of the droplet.  Because the droplet charge is 
proportional to the surface area in this thesis, the electromotive force also scales with 
surface area.  
In the model presented here, the spray is assumed to be dilute; therefore, particle-
particle interactions (e.g. collisions, etc.) can be neglected, and forces associated with 
multiphase flow such as the Bassett force (the effect of drag force exerted on the 
neighboring droplets similar to the wake behind a boat) is negligible.6  Therefore, the 
droplet trajectory can be determined independently for each droplet.  Conversely, for a 
dense droplet loading, the dynamics are dominated by inter-droplet interactions, and by 
the shearing effects of the droplets on the air stream; in other words, the air velocity field 
is strongly coupled to the trajectory of the droplets.  Because the volumetric rate of spray 
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material is significantly less than that of the focusing air (~ 10-6), the droplet trajectories 
in E-spraying are expected to exhibit dilute behavior throughout most of the domain. 
2.7. Droplet evaporation 
In practice, the sprayed droplets contain solvent that can evaporate during flight.  In-
flight evaporation would cause the diameter of the droplets, and therefore the magnitude 
of the forces acting upon the droplets, to change during flight.  Furthermore, if enough in-
flight evaporation were to take place, the surface charge on the droplet could exceed the 
Rayleigh limit, thus causing much smaller satellite droplets to form.  Such variations 
would definitely be complicating factors in the calculation of the droplet trajectories.  
However, because the surrounding air is heavily laden with solvent vapor from the 
grounded disc, the driving force for droplet evaporation is small.58   
To assess the importance of droplet evaporation in this model, mass transfer 
calculations for the evaporation of the solvent from a droplet show that the solvent 
evaporation is also minimal due to the brief flight time.  For example, a 75µm diameter 
droplet of toluene traveling at 10 m/s through solvent-free, stagnant air at 300°K would 
only lose 0.0185 % of its initial volume (or 0.005 % of its initial diameter) to evaporation 
in the 20 milliseconds it takes to reach the grounded disc.  Conditions that would alter 
this result would be situations with higher evaporation rates (either due to an alternative 
solvent or elevated temperatures), open-air spray applications or applicators in which the 
time of flight of the droplet was significantly longer.  However, based on these 
calculations, droplet evaporation during flight is negligible.  Because evaporation is 
negligible in this case, the model is applicable to either droplets or particles. 
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2.8. Droplet Deposition 
Like atomization, its converse, the deposition of droplets onto the target surface is a 
highly complex subject.  As each droplet impacts the surface, it forms a “splat,” which 
then spreads over the surface of the target based on among other things, the viscosity of 
the droplet, the surface energy of the interface, and the momentum of the impact.  
Multiple impacts on the same sight would exhibit different characteristics from those of 
droplets landing on “virgin” sites because of the differences in surface energy.   
A model based on first principles, such as the one developed by Ivosevic et al. 
involves a 3-D solution of the Navier-Stokes equation (Equation 2.25) to describe the 
motion of the liquid as it strikes the surface with good correlation to physical 
experiments.47  In addition, some cases require accommodation for changes in viscosity 
upon impact must be considered, as in the case of shear-thinning. 
 
( )( ) ( ) guuuuu rrrrrr LLTLL pt ρρμρ =∇+∇•+∇+∇•∇−∂∂  (2.25) 
 
However, given the logistics of obtaining open-boundary 3-D solutions for each 
individual droplet (e.g. 105 droplets), a significantly more simplistic approach is made in 
determining the thickness of the deposited coating.  This approach is one of area 
averaging of deposited volumes and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
2.9. Chapter Summary 
This chapter contains a discussion of the individual physics involved in E-spray.  In 
Chapter 3, these individual topics of physics are incorporated into descriptive 
mathematical models and tied together to form a complete picture of the E-spray process.  
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3.0 CHAPTER 3:  MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 
ELECTROSTATIC SPRAY 
This chapter describes the mathematical model used in this thesis to predict the 
individual trajectories in an electrostatic spray operation.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.1:  Axisymmetric Schematic of Electrostatic Spray System 
 
 
 
The goal of the mathematical model in this thesis is to predict coating thickness 
profiles in deposited coatings by predicting the trajectories of individual droplets between 
the bell-cup and the substrate.  The model contains three coupled components described 
below:  a droplet trajectory model, a turbulent fluid mechanics model, and an electrostatic 
Air Inlet 
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field model.  The rotational speed and voltage of the bell-cup, the flow rates of the liquid 
and focusing air streams, the current draw on the bell-cup, along with several material 
properties and the system geometry, define the variables necessary to calculate the 
droplet transport in an E-spray system from bell-cup to grounded disc.   
3.1. System Definition 
An axisymmetric representation of the E-spray system modeled in this project, 
including some of the proposed boundary conditions is shown in Figure 3.1.  The model 
geometry includes the gun pointing directly upward and spraying at a circular grounded 
disc that is a fixed distance away.  The entire apparatus is surrounded by a grounded 
physical boundary with the exception of an exhaust vent located at the top of the domain 
and an air inlet located at the bottom of the domain. 
The make and model of electrostatic rotary atomizer used was a Ransburg Aerobell 
33. This electrostatic spray gun incorporates a rotating bell-cup to facilitate the 
atomization of the liquid.  The bell-cup has a serrated lip and rotates at very high speeds 
(10-50 KRPM).  The bell-cup also has a conductive coating along its outer surface, which 
inductively charges the sprayed material.  While some E-spray guns have additional high 
voltage sources near the nozzle to modify the electric field and repel the droplets forward, 
the Aerobell system used in this project does not.  The high voltages (30 – 90 kV) applied 
on the bell-cup provide a substantial electrostatic driving force. 
On the Aerobell 33, a shroud circumscribes the bell-cup.  This shroud provides an 
annulus through which the focusing air is supplied to the spray.  The focusing air pushes 
the spray toward the target; otherwise, the droplets would primarily leave the gun 
perpendicular to the axis of the rotation.  While the focusing air assists the droplets in 
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reaching the target, excessive airflow can form highly focused streams of material, 
dominated by hydrodynamic interaction.  Such over-focusing can lead to running paint 
and a general non-uniformity in coating thickness, thus losing some of the benefit of 
electrostatic attraction. 
3.2. Model Overview and Assumptions 
The size of the droplets formed from atomization is critical in determining the 
trajectory of the droplets in the spray.  Not only is the drop diameter the basis of all of the 
fluid drag equations, it also is key in determining the droplet loading of the system, or in 
other words, the ratio of liquid volume to air volume at any given instance.  This loading 
determines whether the droplet flow is dilute or dense.  For a dilute system, the particle-
particle interactions (e.g. collisions, etc.) can be neglected, and the effects of drag force 
exerted on the other droplets in the continuous phase (i.e. the air velocity stream) is 
negligible.6  Therefore, the particle trajectory can be determined independently for each 
droplet.  Conversely, for a dense system, the particle dynamics are dominated by inter-
particle interactions, and by the shearing effects of the droplets on the air stream; in other 
words, the air velocity field is strongly coupled to the trajectory of the droplets.  The 
particle trajectories in E-spraying are assumed to exhibit dilute behavior throughout most 
of the trajectory. 
To assist in the directing of droplets to the target, an air stream, known as focusing 
air, is supplied to the spray system.  Focusing air is the primary hydrodynamic force 
pushing in the direction of the target via the drag component of the force balance.  It is 
the relative velocity between the droplet and the air stream that is needed in calculating 
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the drag forces on the droplet.  All of these parameters come together to form the model 
for this thesis. 
The rotational speed and voltage of the bell-cup, the flow rates of the liquid and 
focusing air streams into the system, along with several material properties and the 
system geometry, define the variables necessary to calculate the particle transport in an 
E-spray system from nozzle to target.  Despite the complexities of this system, the motion 
of the droplets results primarily from only two coupled forces: drag force from the 
surrounding air and electromotive force. 
3.3. Atomization 
Atomization, as the first step in the spray process, is an important aspect in modeling 
the trajectories of sprayed particles.  A model of atomization provides the initial 
conditions of particle trajectories as well as flow models.  The form of these initial 
conditions would be the generation rate, size, charge, velocity and position of the 
droplets.  However, no model of electrostatic spray atomization is made in this thesis.  
Instead, the initial conditions are presumed.  These presumptions are made by taking 
advantage of empirical relationships between some of the initial conditions of an 
electrostatic applicator and certain spray parameters, specifically, bell-cup voltage, bell 
rotational speed and focusing air velocity.   
The electrostatic field generated by the high voltage of the bell-cup not only imparts a 
charge onto the droplets, but because the potential is maintained on the bell-cup 
throughout the process, it provides an additional electrostatic driving force onto the 
droplet.  Furthermore, the charge on the droplets aids atomization by virtue of the 
Rayleigh limit for electrostatics; i.e. droplets with a high surface charge spontaneously 
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break into smaller droplets.54  The Rayleigh limit results from a force balance between 
the electrostatic repulsion of charges on the surface of the liquid and the cohesive force of 
surface tension.55  This mode of droplet formation provides a narrower droplet size 
distribution than that of conventional atomization.56  The amount of charge that each 
droplet is capable of holding is also a strong function of the droplet size.  The charge-to-
mass ratio of the spray can be calculated from the number of droplets (or loading), 
droplet size, and electrical current flow to the bell cup.  
Apart from the electrostatic potential of the bell-cup, another important parameter that 
affects the size distribution is the rotational speed of the bell-cup, or turbine speed.  The 
speed at which the cup rotates contributes greatly to the atomization of the liquid as 
shown in Equation 2.6.  Furthermore, the speed of rotation provides the initial velocity of 
the droplet.   
3.4. Turbulent Gas Flow Field 
The focusing air stream provides drag force on the droplets, and as a result affects the 
droplet trajectories.  Parameters like the velocity response time, the size and charge of the 
droplets, the electrostatic field and the difference between the droplet and air velocities 
all determine the significance of the drag force on the droplet relative to the electromotive 
force.  The extent of this significance governs the final path that the droplet takes. 
The Navier-Stokes Equation and the Continuity Equation describe the velocity and 
pressure in the focusing air stream: 
 
( )( ) ( ) Fuuuuu rrrrrr =∇+∇•+∇+∇•∇−∂∂ pt gTgg ρμρ  (3.1) 
 
 0=•∇ ur  (3.2) 
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Here Fu
rr ,,,, pgg μρ , represent the density of the air, the instantaneous air velocity at a 
particular point in space, the viscosity of air, pressure, and body force of the air; 
respectively.  An isochoric assumption is made here to simplify the turbulence 
calculations. 
For a turbulent air stream, the instantaneous velocity is the sum of the time-averaged 
velocity, ur , and perturbations from the average velocity, known as the turbulent velocity, 
u′r .  
 uuu ′+= rrr  (3.3) 
 
 
As the Reynolds number of the airflow becomes more turbulent, the perturbations in 
the flow velocity do not dissipate and eddies are formed.  The formation of these eddies 
makes the turbulent contribution to the instantaneous velocity significant.  Substituting 
Equation 3.3 into the Navier-Stokes Equation (Equation 3.1) and time-averaging leads to 
a simplified equation for the time-averaged velocity: 
 
( ) Fuuuuuu =′×′∇+∇+∇⋅+∇⋅∇−∂∂ rrrrr
r
p
t ggg
ρμρ
 
(3.4) 
 
 
In Equation 3.4, the process of time-averaging eliminates all of the turbulent velocity 
terms with the exception of the last term on the left side of the equation, which is know as 
the Reynolds’ Stress term.  This term arises from an accumulation in the perturbations of 
the velocity around the mean.  To evaluate this term, it is necessary to propose a new 
constitutive law or develop additional field equations. 
There are numerous equations proposed for the modeling a turbulent flow field.  In 
this work we use a commercially available finite element software package (FEMLAB) 
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to solve for the turbulent air velocities via an axisymmetric implementation of the 
turbulence energy-dissipation model, also known as the two-equation or (k-ε) model.  
The turbulence energy-dissipation model is perhaps one of the most successful models 
put forth to describe the nature of a turbulent stream.  Despite the age of this approach, 
this technique is still very prominent in recent literature and is featured in many 
commercial packages.59,60,61  The assumption made here is that the turbulent velocity 
field is made up of individual eddies which have discrete velocities and lifetimes.  Two 
additional differential equations are used to determine the turbulence energy [k] and the 
eddy dissipation rate [ε] which are used to determine the Reynolds’ stress as follows:.   
 
( ) ( )( )TkC uuuu rrrr ∇+∇−=′×′
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(3.5) 
 
 
The turbulence energy equation in the two-equation model comes from the trace of 
the Reynolds’ stress equation (Equation 3.5) and the incorporation of some constants, 
which results in an evolution equation for kinetic energy.  
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The eddy dissipation rate equation is the vorticity of the fluctuation velocity 
components obtained by taking the curl of the Reynolds’ stress equation, although its 
origins are not from first principles.62 
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Equations 3.6 and 3.7 are related to the diffusion, generation, and dissipation of 
energy.  Calculations shown in Equation 3.8 indicate the focusing air flowing out of the 
annulus of the gun is laminar flow.  The inlet conditions used in the turbulent flow field 
calculations are represented as parabolic flow inside the annulus; however, open-air jets 
are modeled as if in the turbulent regime due to lack of appropriate length scale.   
 
( ) ( )( )( ) 722
1085.1
001.190.80150.00165.0Re
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12 =×
−=−= −μ
ρuRR
Annulus  (3.8) 
There are two inlets where air enters into the domain:  the annular region surrounding 
the bell-cup where the focusing air is injected and an access hole located behind the gun 
as shown in Figure 3.1.  There is one outlet:  and active exhaust port behind the substrate.  
The focusing air velocity profile at the base of the annular inlet region is assumed 
parabolic and is prescribed total volumetric flow as its boundary condition, which 
becomes a fully developed turbulent profile as it exits the annulus into the open air.  The 
exhaust vent is imposed with a uniform axial velocity that matches velocities measured 
on an experimental apparatus, while a neutral boundary condition was implemented at the 
access hole, which is expressed in Equation 3.9.    
 ( )( ) 0=⋅∇+∇ nuu rrr T  (3.9) 
 
 
All other boundaries are either the axis of symmetry or solid walls.  Along all solid 
walls, the law of the wall is used as shown in Equation 3.10.63 
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The law of the wall describes the velocity component parallel to any solid surface.  Here, 
[κ] is the von Kàrmàn constant, [y] is the distance from the wall, and [l*] is a typical 
length – in this case ½ the height of the elements located at the wall.  The constant of 5.0 
is used for smooth walls, as is the assumption in this case. 
3.5. Axisymmetric Electrostatic Field 
The electric field in the presence of charged droplets is described by the Poisson 
equation, which can be readily solved using a variety of standard numerical techniques.  
In cylindrical coordinates, the Poisson equation takes the following form. 
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For consistency with the fluid mechanics calculations, we use the finite element 
method (FEM) to solve for the electrostatic field.64,65  Because the Poisson equation is 
linear, the stiffness matrix from FEM can be calculated only once and saved, resulting in 
a reduction of overall computation time.  Initially, the electrostatic field is calculated 
without the contribution of charged droplets ( )0 .. =ρei . This assumption can only be 
justified if the relationship between the droplets and the electrostatic field is the result of 
a weak two-way coupling.  When the space charge is the dominant contributor to the 
electrostatic field, this assumption does not hold and the electrostatic field must be 
calculated iteratively with the particle trajectory model as described later. 
Given the shape of the gun and the boundaries in the model system as shown in 
Figure 3.1, the electrostatic field is assumed to be axisymmetric, which greatly reduces 
the size of the solution matrix.  Along the axis of the gun, symmetry is defined by a 
Neumann boundary condition (e.g. dΦ/dr = 0). The choice of boundary condition for 
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external, open-flow boundaries in electrostatic field calculations historically has been a 
difficult task.  However, preliminary modeling work shows that a Dirichlet boundary 
condition (e.g. Φ = 0) does not affect the electrostatic field calculations near the edges of 
the target as much as a Neumann boundary condition.  This comparison was made using 
a finite-difference model of the electrostatic spray system with two different domain 
radii:  45 cm and 90 cm (See Figure 3.2).  As shown in Figure 3.3 the Dirichlet boundary 
condition showed minimal influence to the field around the grounded disc with the 
change in domain size, whereas the Neumann boundary condition dominated the field 
local to the disc.  The use of the Neumann boundary condition for unspecified boundaries 
in electrostatic FEM models is also an accepted practice in some commercial software 
packages (e.g. MAZE).  The justification for such an assumption is the assignment of a 
perfectly insulating material to “virtual” elements outside the domain.64  However, to 
verify such a model empirically, the Dirichlet boundary condition is easier to simulate in 
a laboratory environment. 
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Figure 3.2:  Test system for evaluating the effect of Dirichlet versus Neumann 
boundary conditions on the electrostatic field solution.  To evaluate the change in 
distance, Boundaries C & D were moved to 90 cm from the origin (lower left hand 
side). 
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Figure 3.3:  Change in potential solution with change in distance of boundary 
conditions.  Dirichlet and Neumann conditions are compared at specific locations in 
the domain as showing in Figure 3.2.  The Dirichlet boundary condition (zero 
voltage) shows a less significant effect on local potential values. 
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3.6. Particle Trajectory 
Two basic classifications of techniques for modeling multiphase flow are Eulerian 
and Lagrangian.  The Eulerian approach, also known as the two-fluid approach, treats the 
particle field as a continuum and makes use of standard flux equations. The Lagrangian 
approach treats each particle discretely.  In order for the Eulerian technique to be 
accurate, there should be a large number of particles (at least 104) per calculation volume 
so as to maintain a stationary average.6  For this reason, the Lagrangian approach is used 
here. 
The equation of motion (EOM) used for the droplets is the Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen 
(BBO) equation modified to include the presence of an electrostatic force field.6  The 
BBO equation is a version of Newton’s 2nd law in that it comprises the sum of forces 
acting on a particle.  These forces are (1) the steady-state drag force, (2) the buoyancy 
force, (3) a virtual mass force, (4) the Basset force, (5) gravity, and any additional body 
forces that act on the particle, in this case, (6) an electromotive force.   
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These forces are equated to the product of the particle mass and acceleration.  The 
virtual mass force is the result of the work a particle induces on the surrounding fluid and 
is derived from the kinetic energy term.  The Basset force represents the viscous effects 
the surrounding fluid experiences as a result of a particle passing through it, similar to a 
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wake.6  Because a dilute droplet loading is assumed for this system, the drag force 
exerted by the droplets on the gas (i.e. the Basset force) can be neglected.  While true for 
a majority of the system, this assumption could be questioned near the nozzle of the bell-
cup. 
While a steady-state assumption in the velocity field is made for the BBO equation, it 
can be modified to accommodate transient velocity fields by the addition of some terms, 
specifically the Faxen force as well as other terms added to the virtual mass and Basset 
forces.66   
In scaling the BBO equation to the spray process considered here, many of the terms 
become insignificant. For example, when dealing with a gas-liquid multiphase system, 
the density ratio between the air and a liquid is typically of the order of 10-3.  As a result, 
the buoyancy, virtual mass, and Basset forces, which all have this ratio as a coefficient, 
can all be neglected.   This simplification reduces the droplet trajectory model to the rate 
of change of inertia of the droplet equaling the sum of three forces: the steady-state drag 
force, DF
r
, the electromotive force, SE /F
r
 and gravity body force, gF
r
. 
 
gSEDdt
dm FFFFv
rrrrr ++== ∑ /   (3.13) 
 
Dimensional analysis of the system indicates that gravity is also an insignificant 
contributor to the acceleration equation, so despite the complexities of this model, the 
momentum of droplets is affected by only two dominant forces: drag force from the 
surrounding turbulent air flow and electromotive force from the electrostatic field on the 
charged droplets.  The drag force is predicted from a generalization of Stokes Law: 
 ( ) '    where3  uuuvuF rrrrr
r +=−≡ fDpgD πμ   (3.14) 
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Here, gμ , pD , f , and ( )vu rr − , are the viscosity of the air, the droplet diameter, a drag 
factor, and the relative velocity between that of the surrounding air, ur , and droplet, vr ; 
respectively.  The drag factor is a term that depends on the relative Reynolds number 
(Re) which allows this model to accommodate a wide range of relative velocities beyond 
Stokes flow assumption.  The drag factor in this thesis is based on the work of Putnam 
(1961), who studied the drag effects to spheres of paraffin wax and small liquid droplets 
in air, and is defined as follows:67   
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Equations 3.15 and 3.16 are based on the instantaneous gas velocity as shown in Equation 
3.17. 
 uuu ′+= rrr  (3.17) 
 
The mean gas velocity, ur , and turbulence intensity, k, are predicted by a k-ε model 
discussed previously.   The turbulence intensity is the square of the magnitude of the 
turbulent velocity, u′r .  A direction is assigned to this velocity using a random unit vector 
generated in spherical coordinates.  An instantaneous velocity, ur , is obtained by 
summing the mean and turbulent velocities in three dimensions, which simulates the 
eddies of a turbulent gas flow.  It is this instantaneous velocity that is used to contribute 
to the droplet trajectory calculations by interpolating its value with respect to the droplet 
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position.  Because the turbulent velocity is time dependent, a newly chosen random 
vector is determined at each time-step in the droplet trajectory calculation. 
The electromotive force is the product of the droplet charge, q, and the electrostatic 
field, E
r
, which is the gradient of the electrostatic potential.  Therefore, the final equation 
of droplet motion is: 
 
( ) Φ∇−−== qfD
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xv rrrr πμ32
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  (3.17) 
 
 
A droplet trajectory (i.e. evolution of droplet position, xr , with time) is predicted by 
integrating the three 2nd order ordinary differential equations of motion represented by 
vector equations of Equation 3.18.  The droplet trajectory equations are solved by 
forward Euler time integration with a variable time step, Δt.  Because of the coupling 
between droplet trajectories and the electrostatic field, which is predicted on a finite 
element mesh, the time step sizes are chosen such that there are always several time steps 
in each finite element, as demonstrated in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4:  Schematic of a droplet path internal to an element and resultant Euler time-steps. 
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To solve these equations, the initial position and velocity of the droplet are needed. 
The droplet trajectories are predicted for dilute droplet loading where inter-droplet 
interactions are neglected.  Using the criteria set forth by Crowe 6, this assumption is 
valid for the majority of the solution domain, with the exception of the first few 
millimeters of spray coming from the nozzle.  To account for the conditions in close 
proximity to the bell-cup, a model describing atomization dynamics would be necessary.   
In lieu of a detailed atomization model, the initial conditions of the droplets modeled 
here are determined from the following assumptions: 
1) Droplet diameters can be represented by a log-normal distribution about 
a mean droplet size which is based on empirical correlations 
2) Initial droplet positions are near the lip of the bell-cup 
a. Radial positions are linearly distributed across the inner half of the 
annulus 
b. Axial positions are constant at ½ of Δz of the element above the bell-
cup 
c. Theta position is randomly chosen 
 
 
( )cup-Bell annulusOuter  cup-Bell 0 2 RRniRr ti −+==   (3.19) 
 
  0 ==tiz Height of bell-cup lip + Δz (3.20) 
 
  0 ==tiθ Random (0, 2π) (3.21) 
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Figure 3.5:  Diagram indicating the variables used in calculating the initial positions 
and velocities of the droplets 
 
 
3) The velocities are based on assumed physical circumstances 
a. No initial radial velocity 
b. Initial axial velocities estimated from acceleration due to drag  
c. Initial theta velocities are the tangential speed of the bell-cup 
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The paths of the particles are used to provide a map of the spray distribution. 
Droplet size is a significant factor in determining the drag and electrostatic effects of 
this model.68  Size distributions for droplets available from the literature are either a 
Gaussian or lognormal distribution.4, 69, 70  In this paper, the droplet size distribution is 
assumed to be lognormal.   
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3.7. Charge Cloud Estimation 
The charge assigned to each particle is a function of the current draw on the gun (an 
input parameter) and the size distribution of the spray – specifically the proportion of 
surface area of a single droplet to the total surface area of spray produced.  It is necessary 
to estimate a time-averaged space charge due to the droplets passing through the domain; 
for convenience, values of the space charge are assigned to every node in the finite 
element mesh used for the electrostatic field calculation.  Essentially, the space charge at 
a node is the average charge contributed by droplets passing through the vicinity of the 
node divided by a volume assigned to the node, Vi, in the electrostatic domain.  Vi is a 
volume calculated by a weighted integration over the circumference 2πr times the 
weighting function, iψ , associated with node i. 
 
∫
Ω
= rdrdzV ii ψπ2   (3.25) 
 
 
The average charge in the vicinity of a node is based on the path and speed of the droplet 
as it passes through an element and the charge of the droplet. 
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The numerator of Equation 3.26 contains the product of the droplet charge, qj, and a 
time integral of the basis function evaluated at the particle location, summed over all 
droplets.  The units of qj and iq are Coulombs.  The time integral is associated with node 
i along the path taken by the droplet, xj(t).  This integration is accomplished by Euler 
integration using the midpoint method shown in Figure 3.4.  The basis function provides 
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a weighting that emphasizes nodes that are closer to the droplet path.  The denominator is 
the droplet generation time, τspray , the time during which n particles are generated.  It is 
used to normalize the residence time of the droplet to the total amount of time simulated.  
Here t0 and t1 are the time at which a particle begins and ends its incremental movement – 
the difference of which is taken to be the forward Euler time-step for the motion of the 
droplet.  The nodal average values of the space charge, iρ , are calculated to be used as a 
source term in the next iteration of electrostatic field calculations.  As shown in Equation 
3.27, the space charge, iρ , has units of Coulombs per cubic meter. 
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Similarly to the space charge calculation, a drag force can be applied to the 
momentum equation of the fluid due to the particle traveling through it.71  In an averaged 
sense, this force would emulate a body force in the air velocity field calculations.   
3.8. Coating Thickness Accumulation 
As the droplets strike the substrate, the spray material accumulates to form a coating.  
To simulate the build-up of material on the substrate, a characteristic time for the spray is 
developed based on the total volume of the particles released versus the volumetric flow 
rate of the spray material used in the simulation.  This characteristic time is referred to in 
Section 3.7 as the droplet generation time and represents the time-step used in the 
accumulation of coating thickness.  This value is proportional to the number of particles 
released.   
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Where vj is the volume of droplet j and LV&  is the fluid volumetric flow rate. 
To achieve smooth estimates, a large number of particles need to be simulated.  While 
ideally an infinite number of particles would be simulated, a balance point between the 
smoothness of the coating thickness accumulation pattern and the processing time has 
been made to determine an optimum number of particles as being N=105.   
The coating thickness is assigned to two points in the immediate area of the landing 
site in a manner similar to that of the charge cloud calculation.  The subtle difference in 
this case is that the surface points have an area assigned to their position, ANode k, 
(depicted as rings A-D in Figure 3.6) as opposed to a volume.  Also, because the scales of 
the finite element nodes are very fine near the radius of the bell-cup, the landing sites do 
not correspond with the finite element nodes of the electrostatic solution to eliminate 
artificial null values and to help smooth the landing results.  As the droplets land, the 
volume of each droplet associated with that node k, vi, is assumed to spread to cover this 
entire area resulting in a specific thickness contribution per drop (dhk/dt).  These 
accumulations are then normalized with respect to the droplet generation time as 
demonstrated in Equation 3.29. 
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Figure 3.6:  Diagram showing coating accumulation rate estimation technique.  
Smaller impact sites are accumulated and averaged over the respective ring areas 
(A, B, C and D) 
 
 
Given how the simulated thickness is “spread” over the area of impact to cover the 
entire annular area between two measurement points, the associated thickness is not a 
true representation of the total accumulated thickness, but instead a gauge of thickness 
accumulation rate. 
3.9. Chapter Summary 
This chapter contains an overview of the mathematical models used in this research to 
determine the trajectories of individual droplets produced in a rotary electrostatic spray 
system.  The next chapter covers how these individual models are interconnected to 
produce numerical simulations for E-spray. 
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4.0 CHAPTER 4:  NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
The individual models discussed in Chapter 3 are combined into an algorithm which 
is used to iteratively solve for the path of the droplets in a rotary bell electrostatic spray 
application.  This chapter reviews how the models are brought together, how the 
assumptions are used and how those assumptions affect the results.  In addition, a series 
of parametric sensitivity studies are used to evaluate how the various input parameters 
affect the final solution.  Also, set of spray parameters is modeled in this chapter that will 
be compared in Chapter 5 to experimental results obtained using a real spray applicator. 
The fluid velocity field, the electrostatic field, and the droplet trajectories are all 
coupled, but the coupling is assumed weak enough that the fields can be calculated 
separately in an iterative procedure as shown in Figure 4.1.  Because the turbulent fluid 
mechanics are assumed to be unaffected by the drag of the droplets, the turbulent flow 
field is predicted first.   
4.1. Mesh Generation 
The first step in the custom-written C++ code is the production of the axisymmetric 
finite element mesh which is used to solve for the electrostatic field, droplet trajectories, 
and space charge.  For simplicity, the domain is divided into eleven regions as shown in 
Figure 4.2.  The dimensions of these regions are pre-ordained as part of the setup of the 
problem.  Each region is divided into a regular grid of rectangular elements, which all 
contain 9 nodes.  Once this “bookkeeping” is complete, all of the information necessary 
to defining the axisymmetric mesh is available for subsequent calculations. 
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Figure 4.1:  Iterative Solution Algorithm for E-Spray Calculation 
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Figure 4.2:  Schematic of the domain scheme drawn to scale.  The domain is divided 
into eleven regions, the first of which is at the domain origin (lower left corner). 
 
 
   
4.2. Turbulent Gas Flow 
The turbulent gas flow field is solved with the axisymmetric k-ε model in FEMLAB, 
which uses its own algorithms to produce a non-regular mesh with triangular elements.  
Once a converged solution is obtained, the solution is exported into Matlab (earlier 
versions of FEMLAB were based on Matlab) as well as the locations of each of the nodes 
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in the axisymmetric mesh generated in the custom-written C++ code.  The custom-
written mesh is also used for the electrostatic and droplet tracking solutions.  Matlab is 
then used to interpolate the values of the FEMLAB-derived solution to match the 
positions of the mesh of the C++ code, and then export them as individual solution sets 
for each value solved for in the k-ε model (repeated from Chapter 3). 
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The solution sets of interest are the average radial and axial velocity values as well as the 
values of k for each of the nodal points in the axisymmetric mesh. Knowing the value of 
k at each point allows for the calculation of the magnitude of the turbulent velocity, 
because the value of k is equal to the root-mean squared magnitude of the turbulent 
velocity.   
To give the individual turbulent velocities directionality, the scalar value assigned to 
each nodal point is associated with a random vector generated in spherical coordinates, 
where δ is the longitudinal direction and γ is the latitudinal direction.  By mapping onto 
the cylindrical coordinates of the system, the turbulent velocity vectors in R, Z and θ are 
produced.  These velocities provide the 3D “mixing” of eddies needed to simulate a 
turbulent jet stream.  As demonstrated in the following procedure, the instantaneous 
velocities in each direction are the sums of their time-averaged velocities and their 
respective turbulent velocities.   
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In order to develop a random vector in spherical coordinates, a random latitude and 
longitude must be defined.  The longitudinal direction component is merely a uniformly 
distributed random number between 0 and 1 (RAND) multiplied by 2 π to accommodate a 
full rotation in δ.  The latitude; however, requires that there be a weighting to a uniform 
distribution such that fewer values of γ be chosen near the poles.  This weighting is 
accomplished by the arccosine so that the distribution is uniform on the surface of a 
sphere as shown below. 
 ( )γ
πδ
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Once δ and γ are determined, their coordinates are converted to a cylindrical system 
to define individual magnitude contributions to the r and z components of an 
axisymmetric turbulent air velocity as shown in Equation 4.3.   
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However, because the turbulent solution is axisymmetric, the only component of the 
azimuthal velocity is the contribution from its turbulent velocity as shown in Equation 
4.4.  
 ( ) ( )( )kuu δθγθθ +== sinsin'  (4.4) 
The true velocity of the air stream is then available to contribute to the droplet 
trajectory calculations by interpolating the velocity values with respect to the droplet 
position within the element.  Because the turbulent velocity is time dependent, a newly 
chosen random vector is chosen at each time-step in the forward Euler droplet tracking 
calculations as the spray simulation progresses. 
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4.3. Electrostatic Field 
The electrostatic system solution uses the mesh generated by the custom-written C++ 
code.  The requirements for the FEM solution of the electrostatic system are the boundary 
conditions and spatial distribution of the charge in the spray.  As mentioned in Chapter 3, 
a droplet-free assumption is made for the initial calculations, which translates to a zero 
charge density.  After the initial spray plume is defined, time-averaged space charge is 
estimated from the droplet path as shown in Equation 4.5.   
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Given this space charge, the electrostatic potential and electrostatic field vectors are 
calculated as shown in Equation 4.6. 
 Φ−∇=E
r
 (4.6) 
 
 
4.4. Droplet Trajectories 
The electrostatic force vectors obtained from these calculations, as well as the 
continuum velocities produced in the prior step, are both used as inputs to the droplet 
trajectory calculations using a Lagrangian perspective for each droplet. 
The turbulent gas flow and the electrostatic solutions are based mostly on the 
operating parameters of the gun.  However, the droplet trajectories are based on the size 
distribution and initial trajectory of the droplets as well.  Ordinarily, these values would 
be based on an atomization model; but for the purposes of this thesis, these values have 
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been arbitrarily chosen or taken from available literature.  Because of the azimuthal 
turbulent velocity component (Equation 4.3), the droplet trajectory calculations require 3-
D cylindrical coordinate systems.  For any given element, the θ “width” that denotes the 
ending of one brick and the beginning of the next in the azimuthal direction is defined as 
the change in angle necessary to produce a secant length equal to the ΔR of the element 
as calculated at the central node as shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3:  Translation of an axisymmetric system into a three-dimensional domain 
 
 
Each droplet path is modeled independently, which corresponds to the droplet loop 
shown in Figure 4.1.  The time of flight of the droplet is defined by the summation of all 
elemental residence times from droplet release to landing.  For the initial flight time-step, 
the element in which the droplet resides is found.  A flight time-step is based on the 
velocity at that point in the flight path, and is the time it takes a droplet to traverse the 
boundary of the three-dimensional cylindrical element in which it resides.  To ensure that 
multiple steps are taken in each element, a maximum flight time-step is set (e.g. 10-5 
seconds); however, the flight time-step is reduced to less than this maximum value just 
before a droplet is about to leave an element.   
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Because there are three dimensions to consider, the velocity in the axial, radial, and 
azimuthal directions must each be compared to the distances the droplet must travel in 
these respective dimensions.  The ratio of the distance remaining and the velocity in each 
dimension is used to establish the flight time-steps in all three directions.  The smallest of 
these three flight time-steps (axial, radial, and azimuthal) is used in the subsequent 
calculations of the new position and velocity of the droplet.  Calculations for new 
position and velocity are repeated per droplet until the position of the droplet coincides 
with a physical barrier in the system.   
Once a droplet makes contact with a physical barrier, a contribution to the local 
charge and coating thickness accumulation is made.  Subsequent droplet paths are 
modeled until all droplets have landed on some impenetrable boundary or passed through 
an outflow boundary.  The completion of the modeling of all the paths of the droplets for 
a converged electrostatic domain represents the coating accumulation time step 
4.5. Convergence of Coupled Solution 
Because new random vectors are chosen at each accumulation time step to simulate 
the turbulent gas flow velocity contribution, the continuum velocity field varies with 
time.  As a result, the drag effects on the droplets change as each accumulation time step 
progresses.  Additionally, the charge density of the spray changes with each accumulation 
time step due to changes in the droplet paths resulting from the continuum velocity field 
variations.  The accumulation time-steps continue to progress until an arbitrary total time 
has elapsed, for example, 10 seconds of spray. 
To account for coupling between the spatial charge density and the electrostatic 
potential, the electrostatic field and droplet trajectory calculations are iterated until the 
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residual of the electrostatic field equations converges to a specified tolerance.  In this 
model, convergence is considered to be attained when the root-mean squared difference 
in the electrostatic potential values normalized by the number of nodes becomes lower 
than a specified convergence criterion as shown in Equation 4.7.  A convergence criterion 
of 10-3 is used for the simulations in this thesis.   
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Because of the significant effect that the space charge has on the electrostatic field, 
particularly near the spray nozzle, updates in the electrostatic potential at each of the 
iterations, Φi, are relaxed based on the potential from the previous iteration, Φi-1 and the 
potential calculated using the current space charge field, Φcalc.  A relaxation parameter, α, 
between 0 and 1 is chosen to represent the weight of the new solution versus the old 
solution as shown in Equation 4.8.   
 
( ) calcii Φ+Φ−=Φ −  α α1 1   (4.8) 
 
 
Because a large relaxation parameter generally mean that one will be arriving at a 
solution faster, it is desirable to find the highest value for a relaxation parameter that will 
allow convergence.   
In these simulations, α is set to 0.05, which is atypically low for a relaxation 
parameter.  The need for this low value stems from the unstable condition caused by a 
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very high concentration of charged droplets in a relatively small volume near the lip of 
the bell-cup.  Some parametric sets investigated have shown lack of convergence when 
using a relaxation parameter greater than 0.20.  Instead, they oscillate between multiple 
quasi-stable solutions.  The term quasi-stable is used to signify that while the solution 
drastically changes from one iteration to the next, there is a periodicity to these changes.  
Each of these quasi-stable solutions is caused by repulsion from the calculated space 
charge of the previous iteration of the entire droplet stream as demonstrated in Figure 4.4. 
 
 
Table 4.1:  Experimental Parameters for Convergence Study 
Parameter Value Units 
Mean Droplet Size 4.95 µm 
Bell-cup Voltage (Φ0) 90 kV 
Atomization Constant 5000 unitless 
Coating Fluid Viscosity 7.5 cP 
Coating Fluid Flow Rate 1.0 mL/s 
Bell-cup Rotational Speed 43.7 kRPM 
Current Supplied to Bell-cup 37 µA 
Focusing Air Inlet Speed 8.9 m/s 
Exhaust Air Speed 0.685 m/s 
* Geometry shown in Figure 3.1. 
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456 457 458 459 460
 
Figure 4.4:  Effect of too large a relaxation parameter.  Electrostatic field solution oscillates between 
multiple states as a result of high space charge wildly diverting the spray path in subsequent 
iterations.  Parameters used for these simulations are found in Table 4.1. 
 
In Figure 4.5, converged thickness profiles of various relaxation parameters are 
shown.  All of these relaxation parameters produce identical profiles indicating that if the 
system of equations is on the path to convergence, there is only one stable solution.  
Therefore, for all of these simulations, a sacrifice in total calculation time was made as a 
means of avoiding non-convergent solution sets by choosing a relaxation parameter of 
0.05. 
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Figure 4.5:  Radial thickness distribution of converged solutions at different relaxation parameters.  
Regardless of the relaxation parameter, all of the thickness profiles appear equal including a = 0.95, 
which was interrupted at iteration 250 due to lack of convergence. 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.2:  Outline of Simulation Details 
Parameter Typical Value 
Number of Droplets 10,000 
Number of Elements in Fluid Mechanics Mesh 10,280 
Number of Nodes in Fluid Mechanics Mesh 5499 
Number of Elements in Electrostatics Mesh 20,765 
Number of Nodes in Electrostatics Mesh 83,685 
Relaxation Parameter 0.05 
Number of Iterations to Convergence < 100 
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4.6. Software & Equipment Used 
The computer used for the modeling in this thesis is a Dell ® PC with a 3.00 GHz 
Intel ® Pentium IV Processor and 2.00 GB of RAM.  The axisymmetric turbulent flow 
field is determined using a commercial finite element package, FEMLAB.  The method 
of solution was an axisymmetric k-ε model.  The mesh generated in FEMLAB for the 
fluid mechanics is made up of 10,280 irregular triangular elements with 3 nodes per 
element (5499 nodes in total) 
The electrostatic field and the droplet trajectories are predicted with a custom-built 
C++ computer program.  The finite element meshes used for the fluid mechanics and the 
electrostatics are different due to the separate resolution requirements in each mesh for 
accurate solutions of the flow and electrostatic fields.  The mesh generated by the 
custom-built C++ program for the electrostatic field comprises of 20,765 regular 
rectilinear elements with 9 nodes per element (83,685 nodes in total).  Interpolation of the 
turbulent velocity field solution to the electrostatic mesh is done using the postinterp 
function in Matlab.  The order of simulation is identical to the order in which it has been 
presented in this thesis, that is, the fluid velocity field solution, followed by the 
electrostatic field solution, and finally, the droplet trajectory solution.  Typically less than 
100 iterations are required ranging from one to twelve hours for the custom-written C++ 
program to come to convergence.  The FEMLAB solution typically required six hours.   
4.7. Base Case 
The model described in the previous chapter was solved to predict E-spray coating of 
a xylene/polystyrene solution.  The simulations correspond to a single rotary bell 
electrostatic spray gun mounted vertically within a cylindrical grounded chamber 
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consistent with our experimental setup, as depicted in Figure 4.6.  A set of base case 
conditions was chosen that produce results typical of the model, and these parameters are 
shown in Table 4.3.  The predicted results are sensitive to the operating conditions.  
Parametric studies are included later in this chapter after detailed analysis of the base case 
results that show how bell-cup voltage, gun rotational speed, and focusing air all affect 
the predicted deposition rate profiles of E-spray coatings.  In addition, studies on the 
parametric sensitivity of the assumed parameters (e.g. droplet initial position and 
velocity) are presented as well as simulations of twenty parametric sets that correspond to 
conditions used in corresponding laboratory experiments.  These twenty simulations are 
compared directly to their physical counterparts in Chapter 5.  
 
Figure 4.6:  Axisymmetric Schematic of Electrostatic Spray System 
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In Figure 4.7, the effect of charged droplets on the electrostatic field is displayed.  
Figure 4.7A shows the electrostatic field without droplets (i.e. ρ = 0) in which the contour 
lines around the bell-cup show a predominantly spherical shape with only a slight 
distortion near the edge of the grounded disc.  In Figure 4.7B, a set of individual droplet 
paths is overlaid onto the equipotential contour map of the converged base case solution.   
The variations in droplet paths in Figure 4.7 are caused by differences in droplet size, 
starting position, and turbulence.  The droplet size is chosen randomly from a lognormal 
distribution about the mean droplet size, as calculated from Equation 2.6.  The starting 
locations for the droplet paths shown in Figure 4.7 are uniformly distributed across the 
range of starting locations, which has been chosen as the gap width of the focusing air 
annulus.  The predicted droplet paths comprise a tightly focused hollow cone-shaped 
spray distribution, which turns sharply to follow a path parallel to the surface of the 
grounded disc.   
 
Table 4.3:  Experimental Parameters for Base Case and Ranges Explored 
Parameter Base Case 
Value 
Range 
Explored 
Units 
Mean Droplet Size 10.9 5.4 – 21.7 µm 
Bell-cup Voltage (Φ0) 45 22.5 – 90.0 kV 
Atomization Constant 2500 1250 – 5000 unitless 
Coating Fluid Viscosity 7.5 N/A cP 
Coating Fluid Flow Rate 2.5 1.0 – 3.0 mL/s 
Bell-cup Rotational Speed 29.3 9.7 – 43.7 kRPM 
Current Supplied to Bell-cup 0.1 0.1 – 37 µA 
Focusing Air Inlet Speed 1.65 0.66 – 8.90 m/s 
Exhaust Air Speed 0.685 N/A m/s 
* Geometry shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.7:  Contour plots of the normalized electrostatic potential (Φ/Φ0) along with select droplet 
paths (A) prior to spray (B) after spray solution has converged (C) close-up view of the domain in 7B 
between bell-cup and grounded disc for base case conditions (Φ0 = 45kV).  The lines depict droplet 
trajectories. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8A & Figure 4.8B show the time-averaged air speed intensity and 
streamlines of the air flow.  The streamlines originating at the droplet launch point 
strongly resemble the droplet paths indicated in Figure 4.7C, which demonstrates that 
drag forces dominate the initial paths of the droplets.  As drag is directly proportional to 
the surface area of the droplet, the diameter of the droplet greatly affects its path.   
There are two places in the domain where the effect of droplet diameter on its path is 
important.  The first is the focusing air annulus, where the air velocity is highest creating 
a significant drag force in the form of an annular air curtain.  Only the largest droplets in 
the distribution are capable of penetrating this air curtain because they possess adequate 
momentum from the bell-cup rotation.  All other droplets are entrained in the stream of 
the jet.  The second place in the domain where the droplet size plays a significant role in 
the droplet trajectory is near the stagnation point at the center of the grounded disc.  Here, 
some of the droplets begin to divert from the streamlines.  As the droplets change 
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direction along the stagnation flow, momentum and electrostatic forces guide the larger 
of the entrained droplets toward the grounded disc with the heaviest ones landing closest 
to the center point.  Meanwhile, the finer droplets continue to be carried away by the air 
stream. While most of these fine droplets form the over spray, some succumb to 
electrostatic attraction and are capable of wrapping around the edge of the grounded disc 
and coating the edge or back side of the disc.  Without the effects of turbulence, droplets 
with a similar diameter and launch site would have nearly identical paths.  However, the 
presence of turbulence causes a randomization in the droplet trajectories so that even 
droplets with similar characteristics do not share the same path. 
In addition to turbulence, this spreading in droplet paths is caused by the contribution 
of the droplet charges on the electrostatic potential in the vicinity of the flight paths.  The 
average density of droplet charges as calculated by Equation 4.4 is displayed in Figure 
4.8C & Figure 4.8D, with the same droplet paths from Figure 4.7.  In Figure 4.8D, the 
maximum charge density (roughly 1x10-3 C/m3) is located at the lip of the bell-cup and 
decreases rapidly from there.  The charge density allows for an ensemble view of the 
spray distribution as opposed to individual droplet paths.  The spray depicted in Figure 
4.8D appears somewhat wider than indicated by the droplet paths in Figure 4.7C.  The 
spray that does not follow the air streamlines results from larger droplets penetrating the 
fast-moving annular air curtain by virtue of their higher momentum and traveling into the 
slower moving entrained air stream shown in Figure 4.8B.  Droplets also deviate from the 
streamlines because of the elevated electrostatic potential along the central axis, which 
augments the radial component in the electrostatic field and drives droplets away from 
the axis of symmetry.  
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Figure 4.8:  A) Contour map of wind speed intensities (     ) and velocity streamlines for entire 
domain.  B) Close-up view of (A) between bell-cup and grounded disc.  C) Contour map of charge 
density distribution and select droplet paths for base case.  D)  Close-up view of (C) between bell-cup 
and grounded disc 
 
 
 
The intense radial velocities induced by air stagnation on the disc cause a sheet of 
high charge density in the plane of the disc extending all the way to the chamber wall.  
Many droplets are entrained in this sheet forming over-spray that misses the grounded 
disc.  This charged over-spray produces a distortion in the electrostatic field between the 
edge of the grounded disc and the outer radius of the domain.  As these droplets travel 
toward the exhaust vent, the electrostatic potential is significantly elevated in the region 
ur
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behind the substrate.  However, Figure 4.7C, a close-up view of Figure 4.7B, shows the 
most significant effect of the presence of charged droplets on the electrostatic potential 
contours.  Between the bell-cup and the grounded disc, the once nearly spherical 
electrostatic potential contour lines of Figure 4.7A become stretched toward the disc.  
This stretching is caused by the charge carried by the droplets as they travel toward the 
grounded disc, which raises the local electrostatic potential.   
The axial component of the electrostatic field is responsible for enhancing droplet 
motion toward the grounded disc.  Figure 4.9 displays the axial component of the 
electrostatic field for the base case both without the presence of droplets and with 
droplets after the solution has reached convergence.  The electrostatic field strength 
decreases monotonically when there are no charged droplets to distort the field.  
However, the presence of droplets causes the electrostatic field to decrease near the bell-
cup and to increase near the grounded disc (as shown in Figure 4.9).  The increased field 
intensity near the disc causes a drift of droplets across the air streamlines (which are 
parallel to the disc) toward the substrate.  Because of higher surface area to volume ratio 
in smaller droplets, a higher charge to mass ratio is present causing these smaller droplets 
to drift more quickly toward the grounded disc. 
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Figure 4.9:  Change in axial electrostatic field strength,   , at the bell-cup radius vs. distance to 
grounded disc with and without droplets at the base case conditions. 
 
 
 
 In addition, the increase in electrostatic potential along the droplet path produces an 
increase in the field intensity near the grounded disc with the final result being an order 
of magnitude net increase in field strength near the grounded disc.  It is this increased 
field strength in conjunction with the momentum of the droplets that causes charged 
droplets to drift across the air stream and contributes to the higher transfer efficiency (η) 
of E-spray versus conventional spraying. 
For the base case, a majority of the mass sprayed hits the face of the grounded disc 
with a transfer efficiency (η) of 77%. Transfer efficiency is affected by variations in the 
trajectory of the droplets.  The variability of the trajectories of different droplets is 
affected by several factors:  starting position, droplet size, and turbulence.  The effect of 
z∂
Φ∂
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radial starting location on whether a droplet impacts the substrate or is over-spray is 
shown in Figure 4.10.  The starting location of each droplet is assigned based on the 
dimensions of the annulus of the E-spray gun.  The first droplet is released from the inner 
radius of the annulus and the last is released from the outer radius.  All intermediate 
droplets are released in a uniform spacing between these two points.  The droplets were 
launched sequentially at locations equaling:  n G /2N, where n is the droplet number and 
N is the total number of droplets released and G is the annular gap.  In Figure 4.10, data 
points show the percent of droplets that strike the target as a function of starting location; 
each data point corresponds to 200 droplets released from the vicinity of the launch point.  
There is a general trend that droplets released near the inner wall of the focusing air 
annulus are more likely (by ~ 18%) to strike the target than those released near the outer 
wall of the annulus.  This trend suggests that droplet trajectory is sensitive to starting 
location in the effect that shifting the launch point 1.5 mm (the width of the annulus) can 
produce an 18% drop in mass efficiency when considering the 150 mm width of the 
target placed 200 mm from the lip of the gun.  This implies that where the droplets start 
in the annular focusing air stream plays a significant role in transfer efficiency, a 
consideration in the design of air-assisted rotary bell electrostatic applicators.  Another 
consideration of these results is that proper analysis of the atomization model could 
significantly impact the simulated spray pattern and coating transfer efficiency providing 
improved correlation between simulated and experimental results.  
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Figure 4.10:  Mass percentage of droplets striking grounded disc as a function of launch position 
normalized to total mass launched from each position in the base case.  The line is a best fit to the 
data using linear regression. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11 shows the size distribution of the droplets modeled in the base case.  The 
mean droplet size is 10.9 µm, around which a lognormal distribution of sizes was 
assumed using a random number generator.  The result of using a lognormal distribution 
of droplet sizes is that there is a concentration of smaller droplets and a tail in the larger 
droplet sizes. Also shown in Figure 4.11 is the effect of droplet size on whether a droplet 
impacts the grounded disc or is over-spray.   In this figure, the distribution of droplets is 
divided into two groups:  droplets that strike the target (Hits) and droplets that strike 
other surfaces (Misses).  The shape of the distribution for the droplets in the “Hits” group 
closely resembles that of the initial droplet size distribution; however, the “Hits” have a 
slightly tighter distribution.  This indicates that the droplets closest to the mean diameter 
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are most likely to strike the grounded disc, while the droplets that represent the two ends 
of the distribution are not as probable.  On the other hand, the “Misses” show a bimodal 
distribution with concentrations at the two extremes of the total droplet size distribution.   
There are two phenomena responsible for the presence of these two peaks.  For the peak 
at the lower end of the size range, the droplets are dominated by drag and lack the mass 
needed to break free of the air stream and therefore are swept away to the exhaust vent.  
The peak at the high end of the size range results from the initial momentum allowing 
these droplets to “pass through” the high-speed annular air curtain into the slower moving 
entrained air stream depicted in Figure 4.8B.  As these droplets near the target, they lack 
the speed to penetrate the fast moving air stream that passes along the surface of the disc 
resulting in these droplets being swept away as well. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11:  Size distributions of droplets striking target (gray bars) and missing the target (black 
bars). The initial size distribution of droplets is indicated by the curve.   
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As the droplets strike the grounded disc, a coating is formed.  To calculate the 
deposition rate of the coating versus radial location, the radius of the disc is divided into 
100 sections.  When a droplet lands on a particular section, the volume of the droplet is 
spread over the area of the section, producing a thickness.  Once a set of droplets has 
been simulated, the coating deposition rate is calculated by dividing the thickness of each 
section by the droplet generation time.  Figure 4.12 shows the coating deposition rate as a 
function of radial position on the grounded disc.  The overall roughness of the plot is an 
artifact of the number of droplets simulated (104) and the number of sections into which 
the disc is divided (100).  Increasing the number of droplets would provide for smoother 
plots as would a decrease in the number of divisions.  The sharp spike in deposition rate 
at the edge of the disc (near the 100% mark) is the result of edge effects in the 
electrostatic field attracting droplets.  About 1.5% of the total mass sprayed in the base 
case landed on the vertical edge of the disc, and there is a corresponding increase of 
deposition on the outer 2% of the disc radius.  The remainder of the disc shows more 
moderate deposition changes with respect to radius.  While no droplets land on the center 
of the disc, a well-defined peak exists at roughly 50%.  The difference in slope on either 
side of the peak may be related to the lognormal droplet size distribution.  As mentioned 
earlier, for the droplets entrained in the annular jet air curtain, the larger droplets sizes 
would be more likely to separate from the air stream after the stagnation point at the 
center of the disc by virtue of their momentum; however, the large droplets only 
represent a tail of the distribution (see Figure 4.11), whereas the overall distribution is 
skewed toward the smaller droplets sizes.  It is these mid-range and smaller droplets that 
would be striking the target farther from the center point.   
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Figure 4.12:  Thickness deposition rate as a function of radial position on the grounded disc for three 
realizations at the base case conditions. 
 
 
 
In summary, the base case is characterized by a tight cone of spray in which the 
droplet paths are dominated by the drag forces imparted on the droplets from the annular 
jet of the focusing air.  This jet impinges on the target center causing a stagnation point, 
the flow from which diverts the droplets radially.  The two main mechanisms by which 
these droplets leave this stagnation flow air stream is either through their momentum or 
by the increased electrostatic field strength caused by the presence of the charged 
droplets near the grounded disc. 
4.8. Parametric Trends 
Most of the cases in this thesis involve the bell-cup held at a specific potential.  Bell 
& Hochberg investigated the relationship between the operating parameters of a bell-cup 
and the mean droplet size.  This empirical relationship is based on the voltage, rotational 
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speed, fluid flow and viscosity of the spray material.  While Bell & Hochberg did not 
offer a completed model for their data, they did provide enough base relationships so that 
one could fit the results to an equation.  This equation has been presented in Chapter 2 
and is repeated here for convenience. 
 ( ) 2.04.07.02.0      ,,, −−−Φ=Φ= LLLLp VCVfD μωμω &&  (4.9) 
 
4.8.1. The Effect of Voltage on Thickness Deposition Rate 
In Figure 4.13, three coating deposition rate profiles are shown which correspond to 
different values of the bell-cup voltage.  The input parameters used to predict these 
different profiles are the same as the base case (See Table 4.3), with the exception of a 
variation in the voltage supplied to the bell-cup.  All three of the voltage levels produce 
no deposition near the central axis and a thick rim at the edge of the substrate.  Each of 
the deposition rate profiles exhibits a peak thickness near 50% of the radius of the 
substrate. As voltage is increased, the thickness profile becomes narrower and more 
peaked.  By the atomization model in Equation 4.9, increasing the voltage causes a slight 
drop in mean droplet diameter (as listed in the inset table).  Lower voltages correspond to 
larger droplets, which deposit closer to the center of the grounded disc.  Surprisingly, 
there is relatively little change in the mass transfer efficiency, η, as the voltage increases.  
In fact, the maximum efficiency appears to be near the base case voltage of 45 kV.  
Because η is relatively constant over the range of voltages explored at this set of 
operating parameters, other optimization criteria can be used.  For example, if coating 
uniformity is a high priority, a lower voltage is preferred over a higher one.  In cases 
where cost drives the process, lower voltage processes are less costly to equip and 
operate.    
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Figure 4.13:  Effect of bell-cup voltage on coating deposition rate profiles.  Inset table contains the 
resultant mean droplet diameters and transfer efficiencies at various bell-cup voltages. 
 
 
4.8.2. The Effect of Gun Rotation Speed on Thickness Deposition Rate 
In Figure 4.14, three coating deposition rate profiles are shown which correspond to 
different values of the bell-cup rotational speed.  The input parameters used to predict 
these different profiles are the same as the base case (See Table 4.3), with the exception 
of a variation in the rotational speed of the bell-cup.  All three of the rotational speed 
levels produce no deposition near the central axis and a thick rim at the edge of the 
substrate.  Each of the deposition rate profiles exhibits a peak in thickness, which grows 
in intensity and shifts toward the center with lower rotational speeds.  As bell-cup 
rotation speed is increased, the thickness profile becomes flatter and the spray plume 
becomes wider.  By the atomization model in Equation 4.8, increasing the rotational 
speed causes a significant drop in mean droplet diameter (as listed in the inset table); 
smaller particles are more likely to deposit towards the edge of the grounded disc as 
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shown in the higher RPM cases in Figure 4.14.  The mass transfer efficiency, η, 
decreases as the bell-cup rotational speed increases.  Because η varies significantly over 
the range of bell-cup speeds explored at this set of operating parameters, the bell-cup 
rotation speed is a primary driver for transfer efficiency all other parameters being equal.  
The smaller droplets are more prone to be swept away in the air stream because the drag 
imparted by the focusing air plays a significant role in the dynamics of the deposition 
process near the grounded disc. 
 
Figure 4.14:  Effect of bell-cup rotational speed on coating deposition rate profiles.  Inset table 
contains the resultant mean droplet diameters and transfer efficiencies at various bell-cup rotational 
speeds. 
 
4.8.3. The Effect of Focusing Air on Thickness Deposition Rate 
In Figure 4.15, three coating deposition rate profiles are shown which correspond to 
different pressures of the gas stream supplying focusing air.  The input parameters used 
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to predict these different profiles are the same as the base case (See Table 4.3), with the 
exception of a variation in the focusing air set point value.  One out of the three focusing 
air levels, the highest level, produces a slight deposition near the central axis and all 
produce a thick rim at the edge of the substrate.  Each of the deposition rate profiles 
exhibits a peak thickness near 50% of the radius of the substrate, with the peak intensity 
diminishing with increased focusing air strength. The leveling of this peak also provides 
for a flatter overall thickness profile.  Because the atomization model in Equation 4.9 
does not include focusing air speed as one of its parameters, all the simulated realizations 
exhibit identical mean droplet diameters (as listed in the inset table).  Lower focusing air 
speeds correspond to higher mass transfer efficiencies, in which the droplets appear to 
accumulate near the mid-point of the radius of the grounded disc (r/R = 0.5).  This trend 
in mass transfer efficiency is counter-intuitive, because a higher driving force (i.e., drag 
from focusing air) would typically result in a higher mass transfer efficiency.  
Apparently, this particular parametric set is a case of too much focusing air, which results 
in a larger amount of the droplets being carried away in the stagnation stream parallel to 
the grounded disc surface.    
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Figure 4.15:  Effect of focusing air flow rate on coating deposition rate profiles.  Inset table contains 
the resultant mean droplet diameters and transfer efficiencies at various focusing air pressures. 
 
4.9. Convergence Studies 
As with all computer simulations, convergence upon a final, accurate solution is 
critical.  For this particular work, there are several aspects to convergence that must all be 
addressed.  The first is a convergence upon a stable solution to the electrostatic field.  The 
solution to electrostatic field without droplets is a solution of the Poisson equation in 
which there is no space charge (i.e. ρ = 0), which is also known as the LaPlace equation.  
Because this is a linear equation, a solution is obtainable in a single iteration.  However, 
upon the introduction of charged droplets to the system, the individual paths of each of 
the charged droplets affect the electrostatic field as because the space charge, ρ, is not 
zero.  Likewise, changes in the electrostatic field affect the paths of the droplets; or in 
other words, ρ is also a function of the electrostatic field. 
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The effect of the space charge can significantly affect the stability of the calculations 
and lead to iterations that do not converge.  For many iterative systems of equations, a 
relaxation parameter (α) value of 0.5 or higher is appropriate to ensure speedy 
convergence during iterations; however, for potentially unstable systems, this number 
must be much lower.  To find an ideal value of α for this set of equations, a parametric 
study was done to evaluate the relaxation parameter versus computational time and 
iterations to convergence.  As an example, two sets of parameters are compared using the 
values listed in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4:  Experimental parameters for relaxation parameter study 
Parameter Case I Case II Units 
Mean Droplet Size 4.95 8.62 µm 
Bell-cup Voltage (Φ0) 90 22.5 kV 
Atomization Constant 5000 5000 unitless 
Coating Fluid Viscosity 7.5 7.5 cP 
Coating Fluid Flow Rate 1.0 2.0 mL/s 
Bell-cup Rotational Speed 43.7 43.7 kRPM 
Current Supplied to Bell-cup 37 1.0 µA 
Focusing Air Inlet Speed 8.27 6.61 m/s 
Exhaust Air Speed 0.685 0.685 m/s 
 
 
A comparison of iterations to convergence as well as solution time versus relaxation 
parameter is shown in Figure 4.16 for Case I.  This figure indicates that for Case I, there 
appears an optimum value near 0.75 for the relaxation parameter.  Confirmation of this 
supposition is made by making a plot of the convergence values at each iteration step as 
shown in Figure 4.17, which indicates that α = 0.75 reaches convergence fastest out of all 
of the values evaluated.  While a relaxation parameter of 0.75 may be the fastest to 
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converge, Figure 4.17 also shows that for a value of 0.5, the rate of decrease remains 
constant and exhibits a monotonic decrease with no erratic behavior, unlike a value of 
0.75.  
Because some of the curves in Figure 4.17 show unsteady decreases in convergence 
value, a comparison of the final thickness profiles for each of these simulations is made 
in Figure 4.5.  Despite the irregularities in the rates of convergence throughout the 
solutions of the individual simulation runs, there is no noticeable difference in the 
thickness deposition patterns – even for the non-converged simulation using a relaxation 
parameter of 0.95.  From these data, it can be concluded that Case I is an easily 
convergent set of parameters; however, not all of the cases studied in this thesis can be 
categorized as easily convergent. 
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Figure 4.16:  Effect of relaxation parameter on iterations to convergence and solution time for Case 
I.  Optimum value for both time to convergence and number of iterations to convergence appear to 
be at α = 0.75. 
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Figure 4.17:  Convergence behavior for Case I using different relaxation parameters.  The relaxation 
value of 0.5 is better behaved as compared to the speedier 0.75, which shows a kink in its curve. 
 
One instance in which the parametric set does not lead to an easily converged solution 
is in Case II, which is not nearly as well-behaved as Case I as is demonstrated in Figure 
4.18.  In Case II, none of the relaxation parameters above 0.2 permit convergence.  
Instead, they exhibit oscillatory behavior, indicating that an ideal value for α would be 
0.2.  The nature of these oscillations appears in the spray plume as shown in Figure 4.4, 
where the local space charge is large enough to divert the approaching droplets of the 
next iteration, thus causing them to widely shift in direction never to settle on a stable, 
converged solution for the particle paths.  For the simulations run in this thesis, a 
relaxation parameter of 0.05 was chosen so as to avoid these oscillations. 
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Figure 4.18:  Convergence behavior for Case II using different relaxation 
parameters.  None of the simulations converged above a relaxation value of 0.5.  A 
relaxation parameter of 0.2 appears to have the best behaved convergence path as it 
provides the straightest and fastest path to convergence. 
 
 
Figure 4.19:  Oscillations in the spray pattern (iterations 327 through 335 of Case II 
at α = 0.95). 
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4.10. Parametric Study of the Sensitivity of the Simulations to Atomization 
Assumptions 
 
Because no atomization model is used in this thesis, several of the parameters used in 
this model needed to be assumed.  These values are the initial position and velocities of a 
droplet at the point of atomization.  To assess the validity of these assumptions, the 
assumed values must be evaluated for their effect on the behavior of the solution.  Each 
of these assumptions, their respective values and ranges explored are discussed in this 
section. 
4.10.1. The Effect of Initial Radial Position on Spray Distribution 
In the present model, the starting positions of the droplets are assumed to be 
uniformly distributed across a line 1 millimeter from the lip of the bell-cup.  The line of 
the starting locations spans one-half of the space between the interior lip of the annulus to 
its mid-point – a close-up view of which is seen in Figure 4.20.  Changing this range to 
25% of the annulus space, as shown in Figure 4.21, causes a minimal change in the 
overall spray pattern – a narrowing of the spray plume as it is ejected from the nozzle.  
Increasing the width of launch point distribution to 75% and again to the full annulus 
(Figure 4.22) also show the same trend of increasing width of launch locations increasing 
the width of the overall spray.  
 Comparing the thickness deposition rates of these four modes, as depicted in Figure 
4.23, indicates that wider initial radial distributions result in a slight increase in transfer 
efficiency and a larger deposition rate at the edge of the target.  This is believed to be due 
to the droplets of wider distributions (i.e. > 50% of the annulus) experiencing a slower air 
velocity as the focusing air profile is parabolic at the launch site.   
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Figure 4.20:  Cross-section of bell-cup indicating the location of droplets with respect to the 
simulation geometry. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.21:  Effect of narrowing the radial launch point distribution from 50% (left) to 25% (right) 
of the annular width.  The narrower distribution produces a narrowing of the spray that is slightly 
skewed toward the target. 
 
Droplet 
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Figure 4.22:  Effect of widening the radial launch point distribution from 75% (left) to 100% (right) 
of the annular width.  As in Figure 4.21, the narrower distribution produces a spray that is more 
focused toward the target. 
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 Figure 4.23:  Effect of radial launch position on thickness profile and transfer efficiency.  
 
From Figure 4.23, one can see that the overall effect of changing the radial launch 
position is limited to the far edge of the target.  Given the extent of change necessary to 
show this effect, it is believed that the initial radial position is important to the accuracy 
of the model and should be investigated further.  
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4.10.2. The Effect of Initial Axial Position on Spray Distribution 
In the present model, the droplets start at a fixed distance axially from the bell-cup 
one half of the height of the element bordering the bell-cup as demonstrated in Figure 
4.20.  The corresponding location in the physical system would be 1 millimeter above the 
bell-cup lip.  Figure 4.24 shows the effect of axial position on the thickness profile and 
transfer efficiency and Figure 4.25 shows the effect of initial axial position on the spray 
pattern.  Changing the initial position to one equal with the bell-cup lip bends the 
predicted spray away from the target resulting in lower transfer efficiency and lowered 
coating deposition rates at the edge of the target.  Changing the position 1 millimeter 
farther away from the bell-cup shows almost no effect.  An explanation for this could be 
that initial position level with the bell-cup places more of the droplets on the outside of 
the focusing air stream, while the other locations initiate within the air stream. 
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Figure 4.24:  Effect of axial launch position on radial thickness profile and transfer efficiency. 
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Figure 4.25:  Effect of axial launch position on spray plume.  Launch positions are level with 1 
millimeter above the bell-cup lip (left top and bottom), level with the bell-cup lip (top right) and at 2 
millimeters above the bell-cup lip (bottom right).  Launching from the level of the bell-cup lip 
produces an angle away from the target, whereas launching from 2 millimeters above shows no 
significant effects.  
 
 
 From Figure 4.24, one can see that the initial axial position does play a role in the 
overall spray pattern, especially near the edge of the target.  For this reason, it is 
important to know the initial axial position in order to obtain accurate results.  Direct 
measurement of the axial position would be helpful in ascertaining the correct value. 
4.10.3. The Effect of Initial Axial Velocity on Spray Distribution 
To define an initial axial velocity, it is assumed that the droplets are subjected to drag 
force from the focusing air stream as they leave the bell-cup lip.  Due to the initial axial 
position being assumed to be one half the height of the element bordering the bell-cup, 
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the initial axial velocity is assumed to be the velocity attained by a droplet due to drag 
from the focusing air stream over the distance covered from the lip of the bell-cup to the 
initial axial position. (See Figure 4.20).  Values representing 10% (0.085 m/s) and 10x 
(8.5 m/s) the original axial velocity were simulated; the spray patterns of each are shown 
in Figure 4.26 below.  The simulation using 10% of the original axial velocity does not 
show a difference from the original axial velocity indicating that the droplets reach 
terminal velocity almost immediately.  However, the simulation using 10x the original 
axial velocity shows a considerably different pattern to the spray as depicted in Figure 
4.27.  Two significant differences between the 10x and the original spray are in the 
narrowing of the spray pattern leaving the gun and in the increased coverage nearing the 
center of the target.   
 
 
               
Figure 4.26:  Effect of initial axial velocity on the spray plume using 10% (left) and 10x (right) the 
original axial velocity.  The 10% version is virtually indistinguishable from that of the standard 
version (left side of Figure 4.25) 
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Figure 4.27:  Effect of axial launch velocity on radial thickness profile and transfer efficiency. 
 
 From Figure 4.27, one can see that there is a significant difference in the spray pattern 
for the highest initial axial velocity and those of lower values.  At the highest value, the 
droplet has an initial velocity that is 96% of the focusing air stream velocity.  At lower 
values; however, the effect of the initial axial velocity is negligible.  Therefore, it is 
important to know the axial velocity of the droplets as they leave the spray nozzle, direct 
measurements using a laser Doppler anemometer would accomplish this. 
4.10.4. The Effect of Initial Radial Velocity on Spray Distribution 
Because the droplets are leaving the lip of the a rotating bell-cup, it is assumed that 
the initial radial velocity would be zero as the droplet changes its frame of reference from 
the rotating bell-cup to the stationary spray domain.  The only force anticipated to 
contribute to the initial radial velocity would be the drag force of the focusing air.  For 
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that reason, a drag force was calculated in a similar fashion to that of the initial axial 
velocity using instead the radial component of the focusing air.  At this portion of the 
domain, the radial velocity is in the negative direction, moving toward the central axis.  A 
comparison was made using the full value of this anticipated drag to that of the zero 
radial velocity as shown in Figure 4.28.  Because no difference is noticeable between the 
two spray patterns or thickness deposition rates (Figure 4.29), it is assumed that the initial 
radial velocity is not a critical parameter simply because the droplets reach terminal 
velocity very quickly. 
 
 
               
Figure 4.28:  Effect of initial radial velocity on the spray plume using a zero radial velocity (left) and 
using a radial velocity of -0.06 m/s (right).  There is not discernable difference between these two sets. 
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Figure 4.29:  Effect of radial launch velocity on radial thickness profile and transfer efficiency. 
 
 From Figure 4.29, one can see that there is no significant effect from the changing of 
the initial radial velocity.  For this reason, it is believed that the model is robust with 
respect to the initial radial velocity. 
4.10.5. The Effect of Initial Theta Velocity on Spray Distribution 
The initial theta velocity of the droplets is assumed to be identical to that of the 
rotating bell-cup calculated at a distance equal to the initial radial position.  Figure 4.30 
shows the effect of changes in the initial theta velocity on the spray distribution.  Because 
it is not anticipated to be physically possible for the droplets to obtain a theta velocity 
greater than that of the bell-cup, values of 50% and 5% of the bell-cup rotational speed 
are considered. 
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Figure 4.30:  Effect of initial theta velocity using 5% of the original theta velocity (left) and using 
50% of the original theta velocity (right).  There is not discernable difference between these two sets 
and the standard test case (left on Figure 4.25). 
 
As can be seen in Figure 4.30, the spray patterns are indistinguishable from those of 
the standard test case (left on Figure 4.25).  These results are confirmed by comparing the 
coating thickness deposition rates and transfer efficiencies in Figure 4.31.  While the 
transfer efficiencies indicate a nominal difference between the three spray conditions, the 
coating deposition rate profiles indicate that such differences are within the noise of the 
data, and therefore, the model is robust with respect to the initial theta velocity.   
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Figure 4.31:  Effect of theta launch velocity on radial thickness profile and transfer efficiency. 
 
4.10.6. Sensitivity Studies Conclusions  
In the preceding studies, the sensitivity of the spray distribution to the assumed initial 
conditions has been discussed.  Based on the results shown, it can be stated that most of 
these assumed values have relatively little to no impact on the converged spray 
distribution.  Minimal impacts were found in be the initial radial and axial positions and 
the axial velocity.  While these variables did show some impact, such results were only 
obtainable by radically adjusting their values.  Therefore, it is believed that the model is 
robust with respect to initial radial and theta velocities, but that care should be taken in 
the selection of the initial radial and axial positions as well as the initial axial velocity.  
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4.11. The Effect of Atomization Constant on Thickness Deposition Rate 
 
The atomization constant used in these experiments was based on back-calculating 
the equation generated from the Bell-Hochberg data to achieve a value of 2500, which 
resulted in droplet diameters similar to those presented in the literature (roughly 10 µm).  
As shown by Equation 4.9, repeated here for convenience, the mean droplet diameter is a 
function of bell voltage (Φ), rotation speed (ω), fluid feed rate ( LV& ), and feed viscosity 
(µL).  The constant, C, is dependent upon the geometry of the bell-cup used.   
 ( ) 2.04.07.02.0      ,,, −−−Φ=Φ= LLLLp VCVfD μωμω &&  (4.10) 
 
A parametric study of the atomization constant was run where the value of C varied 
from 1250 to 5000, which in effect changed the mean droplet size from 5.4 µm to 21.7 
µm; respectively according to Equation 4.10.  The coating deposition rate profiles at 
these three conditions are shown in Figure 4.32.  Again, the resultant mean droplet sizes 
are indicated in the inset table.  Similarly to Figure 4.13, all three profiles show a lack of 
coating in the center and the rapid increase from edge effects.  However, the droplet size 
dependence in these simulations shows a trend opposite that of Figure 4.13.  In other 
words, simulations with larger mean droplets show a sharply peaked deposition rate 
profile.  It is, however, interesting to note that the deposition does not appear to creep 
toward the center of the disc when comparing the larger droplet size (C = 5000) with the 
base case (C = 2500).  Instead, the peak grows in height and narrows as the atomization 
constant increases.  The slope of the inner edge of each of these three realizations 
increases proportionally with the atomization constant, indicating a dependence of 
particle sizes on landing pattern.  The size of the droplets plays a significant role in their 
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trajectories near the stagnation point; a narrow size distribution produces a more peaked 
deposition.   
In addition to a size dependence on spray uniformity, the mass transfer efficiency 
appears to go through a maximum.  For Figure 4.32, this maximum in mass transfer 
efficiency appears to be an optimum diameter of roughly 10 µm showing a higher 
probability of landing on the target as compared to droplets of 5 or 20 µm mean 
diameters, signifying a balance point between the effects of drag, electromotive force, 
and inertia.   
Larger droplets (e.g. 20 µm) have enough inertia initially to penetrate the annular air 
curtain of the focusing air.  If the droplets completely penetrate the focusing air stream, 
they enter into relatively stagnant air flow and electrostatic fields with no forces directing 
them towards the target.  On the other hand, smaller droplets (e.g. 5 µm) lack inertia 
during the initial phase of flight and as a result are dominated by drag and are more prone 
to being completely swept away with the air stream.   
 
Figure 4.32:  Coating deposition rate as a function of position on grounded disc.  Inset table contains 
the resultant mean droplet diameters and transfer efficiencies at various atomization constants. 
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Substituting the droplet size distribution by a single droplet size – either 1, 10, or 100 
µm – and repeating the simulation clarifies some of the fundamental phenomena 
occurring during the droplet flight.  In Figure 4.33, the droplet paths for three different 
particle sizes are shown; the parameters of which are given in Table 4.5.  The smallest 
droplet size, 1 µm, shows a complete entrainment of these small droplets in the air 
velocity stream with only a slight divergence of the droplets from a straight-line path near 
the target, where the electrostatic field is highest and where the stagnation flow of the air 
stream cuts across the face of the target.  However, contrary to previous discussion, an 
efficiency of 100% is achieved which is likely due to high electrostatic fields so close to 
the target.  The 10 µm set of droplets appear to be dominated by the electrostatic fields 
present.  This is the only one of the three sets to show the droplet path wrapping-around 
the edge of the target.  “Wrap-around” is a phenomenon in which the charged droplets 
become entrained in the electrostatic field present at the edge of the target.  The 10 µm 
set also exhibits a bifurcation in the droplet paths, which results in its lower efficiency 
than that of the 1 µm droplet sizes.    The largest droplet set, the 100 µm size droplets, is 
dominated by inertia and show a nearly straight-line trajectory, yielding very poor 
transfer efficiency. 
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Table 4.5:  Experimental parameters for droplet diameter study 
Parameter Case I Case II Case III Units 
Mean Droplet Size 1 10 100 µm 
Bell-cup Voltage (Φ0) 90 90 90 kV 
Atomization Constant N/A N/A N/A unitless 
Coating Fluid Viscosity 7.5 7.5 7.5 cP 
Coating Fluid Flow Rate 2.0 2.0 2.0 mL/s 
Bell-cup Rotational Speed 43.7 43.7 43.7 kRPM 
Current Supplied to Bell-cup 0.1 0.1 0.1 µA 
Focusing Air Inlet Speed 0.66 0.66 0.66 m/s 
Exhaust Air Speed 0.685 0.685 0.685 m/s 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.33:  Converged Equipotential fields and droplet paths for different droplet sizes.  The 
deposition efficiency, η, appears to decrease as the droplet size increases. 
 
 
4.12. The Effect of Gun Current on Thickness Deposition Rate 
All of the simulations for the base case were conducted using an assumed gun current 
draw of 0.1 µA.  This value was based on the measurements provided by the ammeter 
contained in the high-voltage power supply.  However, it was later determined through 
viewing the schematics of the device that the ammeter was not indicating the true current 
supplied as charge to the droplets, but instead was the current circulating throughout the 
internals of the device.  As a result, measurements were made of the current supplied to 
10 µm 
η=73.3% 
1 µm 
η=100% 100 µm η=26.3% 
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the gun during spray directly and applied as inputs to the simulations, a schematic of 
which is shown in Figure 5.12.  Surprisingly, the incorporation of these values caused the 
simulations to deviate further from measured thickness profiles than the assumed values 
originally simulated as can be noted by comparing the base case results to those of the 
Table 4.6.   
To investigate this trend further, a set of simulations was conducted in which a 
fraction of the measured current draw is imparted onto the spray, the thickness profiles of 
which are shown in Figure 4.34. 
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Figure 4.34:  Effect of gun current in µA on the spray deposition pattern.  The parametric set used 
for this study showed a measured gun current of 37µA.  The inset table indicates the effect of gun 
current on deposition transfer efficiency. 
 
Current Efficiency
37 16.4 
27.75 19.6 
18.5 26.1 
9.25 39.5 
0.925 58.1 
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For this particular parametric set, a lower gun current provides for what appears to 
provide higher deposition transfer efficiency.  When comparing the charge density maps 
of the 37 µA and 0.925 µA realizations, we see that there are a few reasons for this 
phenomenon.  From Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36, a critical point to be made is that both 
spray plumes penetrate the annular jet of the focusing air, meaning that the droplets are 
outside the primary path for drag forces to contribute to their trajectory.  Because of this, 
the primary force controlling the trajectory of these droplets is the electromotive force.  A 
higher gun current imparts a larger charge onto each droplet, thereby creating a larger 
electromotive force as compared to those of lower gun currents.  Larger electromotive 
forces cause droplets with higher charges to obtain higher velocities.  Because the 
droplets of the higher gun current are moving more quickly, they are less susceptible to 
the lower drag forces generated outside the focusing air stream.   
 
 
 
Figure 4.35:  Charge density map of 37 µA spray.   
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Figure 4.36:  Charge density map of 0.925 µA spray 
 
 
 
Figure 4.37:  Charge density map of 0.23 µA spray.   
 
Investigating this phenomenon even further, Figure 4.37 shows the charge density 
map of 0.23 µA spray.  Just as in the 0.925 µA spray, the charge density is widely 
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distributed throughout the spray plume due to low velocities.  However, near the target, 
the droplets trajectories bend from their path toward the target and are instead caught up 
in the stagnation flow that is passing over the target surface.  This diversion is indicative 
of the drag forces becoming dominant over the electromotive forces. 
Comparison between the spray patterns of the simulations and those of experiments 
indicate that there is a negative effect to using the measured charge in modeling this 
spray system.  It is believed that a lesser value, indicating a lower charge efficiency, 
would be more appropriate. 
4.13. Mode of Charging (Surface Area vs. Volumetric Distribution) 
In the model development section 3.7, the distribution of charge to sprayed droplets 
of varying sizes was assumed to be proportional to particle surface area rather than 
particle volume (or mass); this assumption is contrary to prior models of E-Spray.  For a 
spray size distribution shown in Figure 4.38, a direct comparison of the charge attributed 
to a droplet using a volumetric model (qv) versus that of a surface area model (qsa) is 
made by comparing the ratio of these two (qsa / qv) over the range of droplet diameters 
(Figure 4.39).  This comparison shows that using the surface area model imparts a higher 
charge per droplet for the majority of the log-normal size distribution.  Furthermore, the 
discrepancy between the volumetrically derived and surface area derived droplet charges 
becomes more significant at smaller droplet sizes than larger sizes.  Surface area 
dispersed charges can be as high as ten times that of volumetrically dispersed at the lower 
end of the droplet size distribution as shown in Figure 4.39.   Not surprisingly, the ratio of 
these two charges produces a linear relationship to the inverse of the diameter. 
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Figure 4.38:  Histogram of droplet sizes simulated for Figures 4.39, 4.40 and 4.41. 
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Figure 4.39:  Ratio of charge imparted onto a droplet as generated using a volumetric charge-to-mass 
vs. a surface area model compared at various droplet diameters.   
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Figure 4.40:  Comparison of volumetric to surface area distribution methods. 
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Figure 4.41:  Comparison of deposition rate profiles for surface-distributed versus volume-
distributed charge for parameter set 01 of Table 4.6. 
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From Figure 4.41, one can see that the deposition rate profile is significantly altered 
between the two charge distribution modes.  This effect is primarily due to higher charges 
on the smaller diameter droplets when the charge is distributed over the surface area.  
These more highly charged droplets are capable of penetrating the stagnation flow at the 
target closer to the centerline of spray, thus depositing earlier in flight and nearer the 
center of the target.  These results indicate that the mechanism for charge distribution 
among particles of varying sizes does significantly impact the deposition profile. 
Therefore, it is necessary to have an accurate model of charging, which has yet to be 
developed. 
4.13.1 Rate of Charging 
As mentioned in Chapter 2 the rate of charging for a dielectric material using 
induction is fixed; however, the amount of time necessary to produce a droplet varies 
significantly with the processing conditions.  Plots of droplet formation time (Equation 
2.16) and droplet charging time (Equation 2.17) are shown in Figure 4.42 for various 
focusing air conditions.  Figure 4.42 shows that for the majority of the spray conditions 
investigated, only a small window of conditions will render a complete charge on the 
droplets.  Should the droplets receive a full charge; however, accommodation would need 
to be made in the model for the fragmentation of droplets by virtue of the Rayleigh limit. 
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Figure 4.42:  A comparison of the time necessary to produce a droplet versus the time necessary to 
charge a droplet.   
 
4.14. Simulation Outputs 
Twenty different parametric sets were investigated to assess the impact of each of 
these parameters on the overall spray pattern.  These sets of values comprise a design of 
experiments to yield a view of how each of the five input parameters affects overall spray 
deposition profiles.  Five levels of each parameter were chosen to result in a Greco-Latin 
square design, which would also be tested using physical experiments.  These parametric 
values, shown in Table 4.6, correspond to 25 sets of values used in physical experiments 
discussed later in this thesis in Chapter 5.  Unfortunately, bell-cup potential values of 
zero were not feasible in the simulations, as the code was designed with a non-zero 
potential value requirement to operate. 
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In Table 4.6, the spray patterns and their respective parametric values are displayed in 
a matrix format where the patterns have been grouped by bell rotation speed and by bell 
voltage.  Parametric trends identified in Figure 4.13 in the deposition pattern indicate that 
higher voltages, and therefore higher gun currents, appear to pull the spray pattern 
outward from the center point, this behavior is confirmed when compared to the tabulated 
results in Table 4.6, indicating that the effect of voltage on the spray is independent on 
the other parameters chosen in the simulations as a first-order effect.  This phenomenon 
can be attributed to a higher charge density in the spray causing divergence the spray 
pattern.     
Alternatively, higher bell rotational speeds appear to focus the spray pattern toward 
the center as demonstrated in Figure 4.14 and confirmed in Table 4.6.  Again, the similar 
results shown in Table 4.6 lead to the idea that the bell-cup rotation speed can also be 
considered independent of the other parameters chosen in the simulation, as a first-order 
effect.  This is most likely due to the large effect that bell rotation speed has on the 
particle size, that is, high rotation speeds yield small particles. These smaller droplets are 
entrained in the focusing air stream and pushed toward the center of the target.  However, 
these droplets carry enough mass and therefore inertia to penetrate the stagnation flow at 
the center of the target and deposit on the disc. 
The effect of focusing air on the spray pattern rendered the most surprising results.  In 
Figure 4.15, for the parametric set investigated, the higher shaping air values resulted in 
lower deposition thicknesses as well as lower transfer efficiencies.  These results are 
attributed to the higher levels of focusing air entraining the droplets in the stagnation flow 
and therefore sweeping them across the target surface.  However, these results do not 
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agree with those shown in Table 4.6.  From Table 4.6, one can see that the effect of 
focusing air on the spray does not respond monotonically to changes in intensity.  It is 
important to state here that the modeling of focusing air in conjunction with spray 
atomization was not done and that the effects of focusing air in spray experiments have 
been shown to be significant. 
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Table 4.6:  Parametric study of factors affecting overall spray deposition pattern.  The results are 
grouped to compare impact of bell-cup rotational speed and bell-cup voltage.  FA = focusing air, J = 
bell-cup electrical current, η = spray deposition efficiency, D = droplet diameter, FF = fluid flow rate, 
t = simulated spray time 
 
 Gun Voltage (kV) 
 22.5 45 67.5 90 
10
 
FA=20 psi 
J=0.4 µA 
η=21.6 % 
D=22.05 µm 
FF = 1.5 cc/s 
t = 4.0 s 
21  
FA=30 psi 
J=11 µA 
η=7.6 % 
D=16.32 µm 
FF = 1.0 cc/s 
t = 6.0 s 
07  
FA=35 psi 
J=14.5 µA 
η=6.4 % 
D=21.72 µm 
FF = 2.5 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s 
04  
FA=25 psi 
J=27.5 µA 
η=6.0 % 
D=22.05 µm 
FF = 3.0 cc/s 
t = 5.0 s 
18  
20
 
FA=30 psi 
J=1.5 µA 
η=16.7 % 
D=17.91 µm 
FF = 3.0 cc/s 
t = 2.0 s 
22  
FA=25 psi 
J=4.25 µA 
η=12.3 % 
D=14.50 µm 
FF = 2.5 cc/s 
t = 4.0 s 
08  
FA=40 psi 
J=16 µA 
η=5.9 % 
D=10.90 µm 
FF = 1.5 cc/s 
t = 5.0 s 
05  
FA=35 psi 
J=31 µA 
η=4.3 % 
D=11.54 µm 
FF = 2.0 cc/s 
t = 6.0 s 
19  
30
 
FA=35 psi 
J=2 µA 
η=24.4 % 
D=8.65 µm 
FF = 1.0 cc/s 
t = 5.0 s 
24  
FA=40 psi 
J=5.67 µA 
η=17.8 % 
D=11.68 µm 
FF = 3.0 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s 
10  
FA=30 psi 
J=17 µA 
η=13.1 % 
D=9.16 µm 
FF = 2.0 cc/s 
t = 4.0 s  
02  
FA=20 psi 
J=28 µA 
η=8.1 % 
D=9.46 µm 
FF = 2.5 cc/s 
t = 2.0 s 
16  
40
 
FA=40 psi 
J=1.5 µA 
η=14.7 % 
D=10.23 µm 
FF = 2.5 cc/s 
t = 6.0 s 
25  
FA=20 psi 
J=7.25 µA 
η=24.6 % 
D=8.15 µm 
FF = 2.0 cc/s 
t = 5.0 s  
06  
FA=25 psi 
J=21 µA 
η=20.7 % 
D=5.69 µm 
FF = 1.0 cc/s 
t = 2.0 s  
03  
FA=30 psi 
J=29 µA 
η=13.2 % 
D=6.32 µm 
FF = 1.5 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s 
17  
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FA=25 psi 
J=1 µA 
η=16.6 % 
D=8.63 µm 
FF = 2.0 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s 
23  
FA=35 psi 
J=8 µA 
η=28.0 % 
D=6.69 µm 
FF = 1.5 cc/s 
t = 2.0 s  
09  
FA=20 psi 
J=14.33 µA 
η=19.3 % 
D=8.14 µm 
FF = 3.0 cc/s 
t = 6.0 s 
01  
FA=40 psi 
J=37 µA 
η=19.3 % 
D=4.95 µm 
FF = 1.0 cc/s 
t = 4.0 s 
20  
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4.15. Chapter Summary 
A computer model capable of predicting the paths of droplets in an electrostatic spray 
system has been presented.  This model allows one to solve for the turbulent air velocity 
field, the electrostatic field, and the droplet trajectories individually.  FEMLAB was used 
to obtain the average air velocities and turbulence intensities a priori using a k-ε model.  
A random vector whose magnitude was based on the turbulence intensity was used to 
simulate the stochastic nature of the turbulence.  These velocities and turbulence 
intensities were interpolated into a mesh generated by the custom-written C++ program 
used to solve for the electrostatic field and droplet trajectories.  However, the significant 
contribution of the charged droplets to the electrostatic potential necessitated the relaxed 
iteration of these two calculations to arrive at a converged solution.  A simplified 
atomization model was used which incorporates an empirical correlation based on data 
presented by Bell & Hochberg3 to calculate a mean droplet size around which a 
randomized lognormal distribution was taken.    
In this chapter, a study of the numerical method used in this thesis was made.  First an 
overview of the algorithm used was discussed, identifying the individual parts and their 
contributions to the overall solution.  To demonstrate the model, an investigation of the 
model using a base case was performed in addition to convergence studies of the 
program.   
Individual trends were identified for major input parameters, specifically the bell-cup 
voltage and rotational speed as well as the focusing air flow rate.   It was shown that 
increasing the bell-cup potential, decreasing the bell rotation speed, or increasing the 
focusing air intensity all cause the spray pattern to move away from the center of the 
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target.  However, the effect of focusing air on spray patterns was not shown to be 
significant when compared to voltage or bell-rotational speed effects on spray patterns.  
This limited effect is believed to be the result of not including focusing air intensity into 
the atomization equation. 
The robustness of the model was evaluated by evaluating the effects of some of the 
assumed parameters, such as, droplet initial position and velocity as they enter the 
domain.  Three values of each of these parameters were explored individually to assess 
their effect on overall spray patterns.  The coating deposition profiles were insensitive to 
radial and theta velocities, but did show small effects in changes of initial radial and axial 
position as well as initial axial velocity.   
Another parameter that is assumed in these studies is the atomization constant.  An 
investigation into the effect of the atomization constant on the deposition profile 
indicated a strong correlation between spray deposition and particle size. 
Finally, an investigation into how the mode of charging affects the spray pattern 
predicted by the model.  Investigation into the time-scales of charging compared to those 
of droplet formation was done showing that for the majority of process parameters, 
droplets of spray material are formed orders of magnitude faster than the time necessary 
to fully charge the droplets.  This finding confirms that the droplets are not in danger of 
approaching the Rayleigh limit.  Also, a comparison between a volumetric distribution of 
charge and a surface area based distribution was made.  For the surface area distribution, 
the deposition pattern more closely resembled that of experimental results, a comparison 
that will be elaborated on in more detail in Chapter 5. 
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5.0 CHAPTER 5:  EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF 
E-SPRAY COATING UNIFORMITY 
 
 
As with all numerical models, the research discussed in this thesis is not complete 
without some experimental data to compare to simulation results.  For this project, 
specialized equipment was designed and constructed for the purposes of verifying the 
numerical simulations.  Spray parameters were chosen to span the range of operation on 
five key variables:  1) bell-cup voltage, 2) bell-cup rotation speed, 3) focusing air 
intensity, 4) spray material feed rate, and 5) spray time. 
The predicted deposition patterns determined using the simulation code as shown in 
Table 4.5 were compared to patterns deposited on both indium-tin oxide coated glass and 
on stainless steel discs.  Spray patterns resulting from spraying stainless steel discs did 
not show any perceivable difference to that of glass substrates; therefore, due to ease and 
precision of measurements, glass targets were preferred.  
5.1. Equipment Description 
The design of this equipment was a modified version of an existing custom-made 
spray apparatus (U.S Patent # 5,807,435).  By modifying the mechanical and electrical 
structure of this existing equipment, simplifications in the design produced a better 
correspondence between the experiments and the modeled domain.  One simplification is 
that both the target and spray gun remain stationary throughout the spray experiments.  
Also, the spray chamber was reduced to a cylindrical shape surrounding the spray gun. 
Besides the changes to the machinery, the material sprayed in these experiments was 
significantly simpler than that of a typical E-spray process.  The spray material used in 
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these experiments was a 5 wt% solution of polystyrene in xylene.  To allow for ease of 
measurement and visualization of the completed coating, an organic dye (methyl 
cumulene) was added to the mixture representing 2% of the total solids (i.e., 0.1% of the 
total solution).   
5.1.1. Spray Equipment 
The spraying equipment used for this thesis contained an ITW Ransburg Aerobell 33 
Rotary Atomizer.  This applicator uses a 33-mm diameter, serrated Delrin® bell-cup to 
atomize the spray material and a conductive coating on the cup exterior to inductively 
charge the droplets during atomization. 
A cross-sectional view of the spray nozzle as well as some of the forces acting on the 
droplet at the time of release is shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1:  Cross-section of the rotary bell atomizer.  This figure shows how the spray material is 
delivered to the bell-cup and the individual forces responsible for its atomization and eventual 
transport to the target. 
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Figure 5.2:  A) Photograph of the spray apparatus used in the experimental validation of the model.  
B) Schematic of an axisymmetric slice the domain used in the modeling of the electrostatic spray.  
The dimensions of the apparatus and the model are identical. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 shows a photograph of the spray apparatus and a schematic of the spray 
domain.  By design, the experimental spray apparatus and the model domain share the 
same scale.  The Aerobell 33 spray gun was mounted in the center of a grounded sheet 
metal cylinder with the spray nozzle directed upward.  The settings that control the spray 
timing, focusing air, turbine speed were all input through a programmable logic controller 
(PLC) attached to the gun itself.  The control of the voltage applied to the gun was made 
using the adjustment dial on the face of the high voltage power supply. 
Because the entire exterior of the spray gun is shielded with electrically grounded 
sheet metal, all exterior boundary conditions of the electrostatic model can be defined 
using the Dirichlet boundary condition of zero potential.  The sheet metal shell also 
A B
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provides a physical barrier, which is used in the turbulent air flow and particle trajectory 
models.  A hole in the center of the cylinder base was used to pass the high voltage cables 
and necessary tubing in to the applicator, the size of which was assumed to be small 
enough not to impact the electrostatic model.  Similarly, an exhaust vent was located 
directly behind the grounded disc to provide ambient air circulation inside the chamber as 
well as to prevent the accumulation of solvent vapors in the lab.  Because the exhaust 
vent lies along the axis of symmetry and is in essence shielded from the electrostatic 
spray gun by the target, the presence of the vent is also ignored in the electrostatic 
calculations.   
A grounded disc was attached to a sheet metal mounting ring that had stainless steel 
machine screws welded to its back.  The disc and the mounting ring were fastened 
together using conductive aluminum tape as is shown in Figure 5.3A. The mounting ring 
and disc assembly was centrally mounted over the sprayer by means of a Bakelite® plate 
suspended by three threaded nylon rods from the ceiling of the spray chamber.  The 
mechanism by which the grounded disc was suspended over the applicator is shown in 
Figure 5.3B.  The ground contact for the disc was made by connecting the disc to the 
exterior by means of a braided wire, aluminum tape, and an alligator clip. 
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Figure 5.3:  A) Photograph of the target disc and the mechanism by which the mounting ring and 
grounding wire are attached to the disc.  B) Juxtaposed photographs showing the ceiling of the spray 
chamber and the mounting technique used for suspending the target disc inside the spray chamber 
 
 
 
Not only were stainless steel discs used in these experiments, but also discs made of 
plate glass coated with Indium-Tin Oxide (ITO).  These ITO-coated discs, in conjunction 
with the optical thickness gauge, were used for accurate measurement of the coating 
thickness with respect to location on the disc. 
5.1.2. Optical Thickness Gauge 
Figure 5.4 shows the exterior view of the optical thickness gauge.  This device is 
made up of a camera assembly, a light filtering assembly, a sample table, and a bank of 
cool-white fluorescent lights, which are reflecting off a matte white surface to provide 
indirect backlighting.  The camera is attached to a computer where the images and pixel-
by-pixel signal intensity data are stored.  This type of camera is known as a 3-Channel 
Charge-Coupled Device, or color CCD camera.  
A B 
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Figure 5.4:  Photograph of the optical thickness gauge used to measure coating thickness distribution 
on coated glass slides.  The camera views through the filter package and the sample, which is backlit 
using indirect fluorescent lighting. 
 
 
 
As a method of measuring the thickness of the coating, it is possible to take advantage 
of how specific wavelengths of light are absorbed by the film without the need for 
destructive sampling – assuming the film is at least translucent.  Such a device was used 
at Thomson (a modified version of U.S. Patent # 5,619,330) as a means of measuring the 
E-spray coating thickness.  This measurement technique is based on Beer’s Law, which 
states that the ratio of the intensity of light transmitted through a sample [log (Io/I)] is 
equal to the product of the thickness [b], the concentration [c], and an absorptive 
parameter – specific to the sample in question as well as experimental setup [a]. 
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For the case of this particular measurement, the ratio of the transmitted light is 
measured using a CCD-camera, which converts the light intensity input into an 8-bit 
digital output (0 – 255).  Also, only one of the ingredients in the layer is absorptive in the 
visual range, an organic dye (methyl cumulene).  Because the concentration of methyl 
cumulene is kept constant in the coating material, [c] is held constant, which means that 
changes in the intensity ratio are a function of thickness, [b], and experimental setup, [a] 
alone.   
However, the light that is transmitted through the sample, while reflected from a 
diffusive source, does show some variation in intensity with changes in location.  
Because the sample area is relatively large, the experimental absorptive parameter, [a], 
may vary across the image.  Given that [a] not only relies on the properties of the coating, 
but also the experimental conditions, such as camera sensitivity and light intensity, [a] 
may have some fluctuation.  As a means of alleviating this fluctuation (at least to a first-
order assumption), a ratio of the transmitted signal is measured at two different 
wavelengths, one in a regime that is absorbed (referred to as “Blue”) and another that is 
not (referred to as “Red”).  This separation is assisted by the use of a blue filter (Kodak 
K-36), which as shown in Figure 5.5 exhibits a double-pass wavelength cut-off, meaning 
that the filter allows transmission in two wavelength regimes.  The light transmission 
characteristics of both the filter and the coating intersect in the Blue regime (i.e., 400-500 
nm).  The coating primarily absorbs light in this wavelength range, while the filter allows 
some transmission.  This overlapping behavior allows for integration under the 
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intersected portion of the curves.  The Red pass on the filter (>710 nm); however, does 
not interfere with the light transmitted through the coating, and is therefore used as a 
normalizing device.  A plot of the transmission characteristics of the coating and the K-
36 filter are shown in Figure 5.5. 
 
Figure 5.5:  The transmission curve for the coating used in the experiments over the visible spectrum 
overlaid with the transmission curve for the Kodak K-36 filter.  The two curves intersect in the blue 
regime, which allows the filter to emphasize the variation in blue intensity.  Because the filter and the 
coating both transmit red light, the filter cannot accentuate changes in the red signal. 
 
 
 
A calibration of the separated signals to the mass of deposited coating is necessary for 
meaningful data collection.  The separation of these two filtered signals (Red and Blue) is 
simple due to the nature of the CCD camera.  Digital output is gathered for both the Blue 
and the Red signals, and their ratio is compared to the masses of samples removed from 
the substrate (a destructive measurement) for a range of thicknesses varied enough to 
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represent the thicknesses of the coatings obtained in the experimental sprays in order to 
establish a calibration curve for the optical thickness gauge as shown in Section 5.1.4. 
5.1.3. Optical Thickness Gauge Operation 
The lights under the sample tray were cool-white fluorescent bulbs.  Because there 
was a necessary warm-up time for these bulbs to reach a constant spectrum, the lights 
were turned on at least 30 minutes prior to the start of any experiments. 
Once a sample was ready for measurement, the sample drawer was opened and the 
ITO-coated disc was placed in the tray.  The sample tray had a masking on it to prevent 
light leakage from flooding the camera due to areas not being shielded by the disc.  Using 
the same camera settings as those of the calibration sets, the images of the discs were 
captured.   
5.1.4. Optical Thickness Gauge Calibration 
 
Certain assumptions have to be made in order to accept the output of these 
measurements: 
1. All measurements can be made within the limits of the camera 
system 
2. Normalization of the thickness values can be made by taking the 
ratio of the Red and Blue channel intensities 
3. The camera is able to measure precisely and accurately over the 
entire measurement area. 
4. This level of capability of the camera does not change over time. 
5. The variation in concentration [c] is negligible from batch to batch of 
the material. 
6. Surface roughness and internal reflections on the coating are 
negligible. 
 
One of the ITO-coated glass discs was broken while handling during the initial 
equipment procurement and was therefore taped together with conductive aluminum tape 
and used as a dummy disc for calibration purposes.  A total of 4 spray conditions were 
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made using various extremes of the coating apparatus to obtain 14 separate calibration 
samples represented by the small black boxes shown in Figure 5.6 each of which are used 
as a data points for the calibration curve.   
 
Figure 5.6:  Optical thickness gauge images of four spray conditions used to obtain coating thickness 
values for calibration of the thickness gauge.  The white boxes visible on the circular images are the 
spatial locations of the sample points used for calibration.  The wide black stripe is due to a ribbon of 
conductive aluminum tape.  The letters correspond to Table 5.1 below. 
 
 
 
The correlation of blue and red signal strength to coating area weight (mg/cm2) for all 
four coating samples is shown in Figure 5.7.   Each point represents an area (outlined as a 
A B
C D
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black box in Figure 5.10) from which a sample was measured both with the CCD camera 
and gravimetrically.   
 
Table 5.1:  Spray Conditions Used for Calibration Samples 
Spray 
Condition 
Focusing Air 
(psi) 
Voltage 
(kV) 
Fluid Flow 
(mL/s) 
Spray Time 
(s) 
Bell Speed 
(kRPM) 
A 25 45 3.1 2.0 30.0 
B 50 90 1.5 2.0 30.0 
C 15 90 1.5 2.0 20.0 
D 20 90 3.0 10.0 20.0 
 
The measurement technique involves a 5 cm2 stencil, which is traced with a pen for 
viewing through the CCD camera to obtain the average red and blue values from the 
individual signals for each pixel contained in the outline.  After this measurement, the 
stencil is used to retrace the outlined pattern with a razor blade to extract the coating.  
Careful practice of this method of sampling has the potential to produce results within a 
5% error in repeating the area removed; however, the delicate nature of removing and 
handling these thin (down to 1.5 µm) coatings for gravimetric measurement can easily 
increase the risk of larger errors.  In fact, it is common to note errors up to 25% due to 
small motions of the stencil during cutting.   
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Figure 5.7:  Calibration curve of the optical thickness gauge.  Four coating apparatus setups were 
used to obtain the spread of area mass values.  The data points circled in red are suspect due to 
ripping of the coating during gravimetric sampling.  A linear regression of the mass of sample per 
unit area (mg/cm2) and the Red versus Blue (R/B) signal ratio is used to define the coating thickness 
at specific points using the Red and Blue signal values of the corresponding pixels. 
 
 
 
During the gravimetric sampling process, the coating on the sample disc ripped on 
three occasions, making these data points suspect.  Removal of the three suspect points, 
circled in red, would improve the curve fit to R2 = 0.9928, changing the fitting equation 
to Equation 5.2. 
 y = 6.9727x - 3.6615 (5.2) 
 
 
However, this would result in an insignificant change in the final coating area weight 
calculation (roughly a 6% reduction). 
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It is important to note that neither the original nor the corrected calibration curve have 
a zero intercept.  This is mainly due to the nature of the camera measurement.  To get 
reliable measurements from the camera, it is desired to have a high signal-to-noise ratio.  
The minimum level to overcome noise on this particular camera is roughly 30 units, 
meaning that if there was no light available, the camera would still read a value of at least 
10 in the blue region due to gain settings used to enhance the blue signal.   
5.2. Equipment Calibration 
In order to gauge the output of the equipment versus each setting, a series of 
calibrations was done.  While these calibrations would ordinarily not be necessary for the 
day to day operation of the machinery, such calibrations provided a solid quantitative 
grasp on the effect of changing individual settings.  Of particular interest were the gun 
voltage, gun electrical current, gun rotational speed, fluid flow rate, and the thickness 
monitor output. 
5.2.1. Voltage Calibration 
A high voltage probe (ITW Ransburg model # 76652-01) was used to directly 
measure the voltage on the surface of the bell-cup, a schematic of which is shown in 
Figure 5.8.  As expected, the true value at the bell-cup was significantly lower than what 
was indicated on the power supply.  This discrepancy is due to the resistor block that is 
placed in-line between the bell-cup and the power supply.  The purpose of the resistor 
block is to minimize the possibility of arcing from the bell-cup by hindering the ability of 
the current to flow freely.  Figure 5.9 shows a graph of the measured bell voltage versus 
the set point on the power supply. 
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Figure 5.8:  Schematic of electrical configuration during bell-cup voltage measurements. 
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Figure 5.9:  Plot of voltage measured at the bell-cup compared to the voltage indicated by the power 
supply.  The lower voltage at the bell-cup is indicative of the losses experienced in the total applied 
voltage by the in-line resistance. 
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As can be seen by Figure 5.9, there is roughly a constant 35% loss in voltage from the 
power supply to the bell-cup.  Because the relationship between the measured and applied 
voltage is linear throughout the effective range of the power supply, the losses due to 
resistance are known to be constant, meaning that the equipment is functioning properly 
and no electrical shorts are found.  If this were not the case, the measured voltage would 
level-off at higher supply values, indicating a short to ground in the power supply. 
5.2.2. Fluid Flow Calibration 
A 20-turn vernier needle valve was used to control the fluid flow of spray material 
through the nozzle.  The number of turns of the valve was directly proportional to the 
flow rate the valve would allow.  A remote electrical switch operates a solenoid, which 
allows a supply of air to open a pneumatically-driven feed trigger valve in the fluid feed 
line internal to the gun, a schematic of which is shown in Figure 5.10.  This conversion 
from electrical to pneumatic control at the gun assembly is a commonplace safety 
consideration because it eliminates the need for additional electrically conductive 
materials near the spray nozzle, thus reducing the possibility of arcing.   A calibration of 
fluid flow with respect to number of turns was made by collecting the fluid dispensed for 
a defined period of time at a fixed tank pressure (20 psig).  The results of the fluid flow 
calibration are shown in Figure 5.11.  This calibration was used to determine the set 
points for the vernier needle valve during the experiments without having to directly 
measure each time.  What the calibration showed was that the spray material was too 
viscous to flow through the valve at the lower end of the settings, but that a linear flow 
response was achievable once flow was obtained. 
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Figure 5.10:  Schematic of fluid feed system. 
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Figure 5.11:  Calibration chart of the 20-turn vernier needle valve.  Head losses in the lines cause the 
intercept of the curve to be lower than zero, meaning that the valve had to be opened nearly 4 turns 
before fluid would pass through the valve.  However, the flow is linear with respect to the number of 
turns after the onset. 
 
 
 
5.3. Testing Protocol for Coating Thickness Distribution 
5.3.1. Solution Preparation 
For the spray experiments, a 4.9% solution of polystyrene in xylene was prepared.  
196 grams of polystyrene beads were added to 4000 grams of xylenes stirring under 
medium agitation at a temperature of ~ 50°C.  In addition to the polystyrene beads, 4 
grams of organic dye (methyl cumulene) were also added to the stirring pot to aid in 
visualization of the coating.  The mixture was covered with aluminum foil and the pot 
was allowed to stir overnight.   The next morning, the sample was weighed and additional 
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xylene was added to the mixture to replenish any solvent that may have evaporated 
during mixing.  The solids percentage of the solution was verified by weighing and 
evaporating solvents in an oven.  Table 5.2 shows the results of these measurements. 
 
Table 5.2:  Solids Measurement Data for Solution Preparation 
Dish A Dish B 
Empty Pan 1295.0 mg 1298.9 mg 
Pan + Liquid 2044.2 mg 2523.1 mg 
Pan + Solid 1332.0 mg 1359.3 mg 
Percent Solids 4.94 % 4.93 % 
 
5.3.2. Substrate Preparation 
Because the ITO-coated glass was only conductive on one surface, the edge of the 
disc was layered with ¼ - inch wide conductive aluminum tape around the entire 
circumference.  This tape enabled a uniform electrical contact to be made to the face of 
the disc by simply connecting to any point along the edge with a strip conductive tape. 
The mounting ring was centered on the disc and attached using conductive tape.  The 
grounding braid was also attached via conductive tape to the ring edge tape to provide the 
grounded contact to the disc.  Once complete, this arrangement resembled that of Figure 
5.3A.  After the assembly was mounted onto the support rods, as in Figure 5.3B, a 
conductivity measurement was made between the ceiling cap (which contains the exhaust 
vent) and the face of the grounded disc to ensure good grounding.  The entire support 
assembly was then loaded into the spray chamber. 
Because the horizontal level of the disc can change with each installation, a small 
bubble level was lowered into the vent orifice and placed onto the top of the Bakelite® 
plate and necessary adjustments were made to the position of the backing nuts on the 
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threaded support rods.  Finally, the exhaust hose was attached to the vent collar and 
secured using a hose clamp, completing the sample preparation for a single spray 
experiment. 
5.3.3. Spray Equipment Operation 
Once the sample was loaded into the spray chamber, the start-up of the equipment 
was relatively quick.  Switches activating the turbine, as well as ones that arm the high 
voltage supply and focusing air were all turned “ON”.  In addition, the feed tank was 
brought to pressure (20 psig) and the valve on the feed tank was opened.  While the 
turbine was starting up and the feed tank was coming to equilibrium, the settings on the 
PLC were set.  The spray system was then armed and ready to start.  In the PLC, 
parameters capable of being set were the Arm Start Delay (ASD), the Spray Delay (SDe), 
Spray Duration (SDur), Turbine Speed (TS), Shaping Air (SA). 
Upon pressing the “START” button, the internal timer began to count.  The first task 
in the sequence of events was the changing of the turbine speed to match the PLC setting.  
Depending on the magnitude of the change (e.g. 10 kRPM up to 40 kRPM), the turbine 
would take up to 3 seconds to reach a steady value.  Similarly, the voltage applied to the 
bell-cup also had a ramp-up time to be considered.  To accommodate these transient 
states, a 10 second delay (ASD) was implemented from the time the “START” button 
was pressed to the time the focusing air was activated.  As with the voltage and the 
turbine, the focusing air also required a period of stabilization, which was addressed by 
an additional 10 second delay between the times the focusing air starts and the fluid feed 
trigger opens (SDe). 
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Operation of the spray equipment to obtain the calibration discs showed that certain 
spray conditions could lead to dripping and running of the spray material after spraying.  
Because of this possibility, a delay of roughly 15 minutes was added before the spray 
chamber was disassembled and the target disc removed.  The removal of the target disc 
followed the opposite order of the assembly.  
5.4. Testing Protocol for Charge Distribution 
Because the ammeter located on the high voltage power supply did not indicate the 
true current being supplied to the gun, the parametric sensitivity experiments were 
repeated while only monitoring the current draw of the gun. 
5.4.1. Electrical Current Measurement 
As part of the high voltage power supply, an analog ammeter displayed a current 
reading whenever voltage was applied to the bell-cup.  Because the display changed 
when the spray was activated, it was assumed that this gauge indicated the current that 
was supplied to the bell-cup itself.  However, close inspection of the power supply 
electrical schematic showed that this gauge indicates the current that circulates through 
the internals of the power supply in the process of generating the high voltage.72  In order 
to directly measure the current supplied to the gun, the high voltage power line was 
severed and an ammeter was spliced in place (See Figure 5.12).  Because ammeters 
ordinarily cannot accommodate the high voltages used in this application, this ammeter 
was modified to allow it to obtain the same electrical potential as that being supplied to 
the system, or to electrically “float”. 
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Figure 5.12:  Schematic of the electrical connections between the bell-cup and the power supply.  The 
in-line ammeter and high-voltage junctions were made after the initial experiments. 
 
 
 
To accommodate this modification safely, a high voltage “junction bucket” was 
constructed from a 5 gallon polypropylene pail, a metal plate fitted with four machine 
screws to act as a terminal block, crimp-applied ring terminations for the high voltage 
line, and a ½” thick sheet of polycarbonate sheeting to act as a support mount for the 
metal terminal block.  The polycarbonate sheet was cut to fit into the pail at half of the 
height of the pail with additional holes drilled into the sheet to allow easy installation and 
drainage.  The terminal was then mounted in the middle of the polycarbonate sheet.  
After the high voltage line had been severed, the ring terminals were crimped onto the 
interior conductors while the grounding jackets from both sides of the cable were spliced 
separately.  The entire assembly was placed in the junction bucket and filled with 
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transformer oil to negate any arcing to the open air from the ends of the wires or sharp 
edges on the terminal block. 
5.4.2. Deviations from Typical Operation Technique 
Because the response time of the “floating” ammeter was slower than the times of the 
original parametric sensitivity tests, the spray time on the apparatus was increased to 30 
seconds for each experimental set.  The discs used for the charge distribution were not 
measured for thickness due to the excessive amount of spray material that accumulated 
on the targets after the 30 seconds of spray.  Another deviation from the typical operating 
procedure was that the target was not removed from the apparatus between all of the 
experimental sets.  Instead, the target was allowed time to equilibrate its charge by 
bleeding to ground, as monitored by direct measurements of the resistance to ground of 
the disc in situ. 
5.5. Design of Experiments 
To investigate the experimental space available with the apparatus, a set of 
experiments was compiled.  These measurements were arranged in an experimental 
design known as a Hyper-Graeco-Latin square.  The purpose of this design is to vet out 
the most important parameters in an experiment and to produce a simple additive model 
explaining the results.  It is therefore assumed that there are no significant interactions 
between the variables.  In other words, if an effect is observed to correlate to changes in a 
particular variable, it is assumed that the observed effect is attributable solely to the 
variable in question regardless of changes in the remaining parameters.   
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5.5.1. Choice of Parameters 
The intent of the experiments was to identify the parameters that most significantly 
affect how the spray material is distributed onto the target and how the electrostatic 
charge is distributed within the spray. With this in mind, a list of all experimental 
parameters deemed germane was assembled.  Of this list, five parameters were chosen 
that affect atomization and charging based on ease of measurement and control as well as 
a perceived impact on the dependent variables.  Out of these five parameters, five values 
of these parameters were chosen to represent the full range achievable in each of these 
parameters as shown in Table 5.3.   
   
Table 5.3:  Parameters used in 5x5 Graeco-Latin square design 
 Focusing
Air 
(psi) 
Bell 
Voltage
(kV) 
Fluid 
Flow 
(mL/s)
Bell 
Speed 
(kRPM)
Spray 
Time 
(s) 
Level 1 20 0 1 9.7 2 
Level 2 25 22.5 1.5 19.4 3 
Level 3 30 45 2 29.3 4 
Level 4 35 67.5 2.5 38.9 5 
Level 5 40 90 3 43.7 6 
 
 
These parameters and levels are arranged to form a design of parametric sets that 
encompass the entire experimental space without incorporating all 55 (or 3125) 
experiments.  Two variables, focusing air and bell voltage, were chosen as index 
variables (for the purposes of visualization) to which the other three variables, fluid flow, 
bell speed, and spray time, were assigned as content variables, meaning that they are 
“contained” in the index variables as depicted in Table 5.4.  Because these parameters are 
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mutually exclusive, the average of any single parameters can be evaluated against any 
dependent viable without the concern of confounding the results. 
 
 
Table 5.4:  Experimental Design Used in 5x5 Greco-Latin Square Design. 
(FF = fluid flow rate, RPM = bell-cup rotation speed, t = spray time) 
  
Focusing Air 
  
20 25 30 35 40 
FF = 3 FF = 2 FF = 1 FF = 2.5 FF = 1.5 
RPM = 50 RPM = 30 RPM = 40 RPM = 10 RPM = 20 0 
t = 6 t = 4 t=2 t=3 t=5 
FF = 2 FF = 1 FF = 2.5 FF = 1.5 FF = 3 
RPM = 40 RPM = 10 RPM = 20 RPM = 50 RPM = 30 22.5 
t=5 t = 6 t = 4 t=2 t=3 
FF = 1 FF = 2.5 FF = 1.5 FF = 3 FF = 2 
RPM = 20 RPM = 50 RPM = 30 RPM = 40 RPM = 10 45 
t=3 t=5 t = 6 t = 4 t=2 
FF = 2.5 FF = 1.5 FF = 3 FF = 2 FF = 1 
RPM = 30 RPM = 40 RPM = 10 RPM = 20 RPM = 50 67.5 
t=2 t=3 t=5 t = 6 t = 4 
FF = 1.5 FF = 3 FF = 2 FF = 1 FF = 1.5 
RPM = 10 RPM = 20 RPM = 50 RPM = 30 RPM = 40 
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t = 4 t=2 t=3 t=5 t = 6 
 
 
 
The spray patterns of the twenty-five different parametric sets are shown in Table 5.5. 
The table is organized in a matrix format so that each row represents a single bell-cup 
rotational speed and each column represents a single focusing air value.  As can be seen 
from this table, the spray pattern is affected by both the rotation speed of the bell-cup 
(kRPM) and the intensity of the focusing air exhibited by the different spray conditions.  
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Assessments that can be made based on Table 5.5 are: 
1) Increases in bell-cup rotational speed appear to be the dominant effect by 
shifting the spray pattern away from the center of the target, particularly 
noticeable in the speeds. 
2) To a lesser degree, increases in shaping air intensity move the spray toward 
the center of the target, most noticeable at the lower bell-cup rotational speeds 
3) Bell-cup potential appears to play a less significant role in these spray patterns 
as those of bell-cup rotational speed and shaping air, indicating that drag is 
dominant in defining the spray pattern for this set of spray conditions.  
4) Fluid flow and spray time have relatively little effect on the spray pattern. 
 
Focusing air appears to have a greater affect on the spray pattern at lower bell rotation 
speeds.  This effect results in thicker coating near the center of the disc at high focusing 
air flows and appears as red dots in Table 5.5.  However, at higher bell rotation speeds 
(e.g., greater than 20,000 RPM), the effect of focusing air on the pattern becomes 
significantly less.  This result implies that the inertia imparted on the droplets at high 
rotational speeds may be high enough for droplets to penetrate the focusing annular air 
curtain into the relatively mild air flow on the outskirts of the air plume.  This leads to a 
ring or two lobes of coated areas on the substrate that are insensitive to air flow. 
In Figure 5.13, the ratio of the characteristic momentum and drag force of the droplets 
is plotted against the initial velocity of the droplet normalized by the air velocity.  For a 
given droplet size and bell rotation speed, the momentum of a droplet is the product of 
the droplet mass and the tangential velocity of the bell-cup lip.  Figure 5.13 indicates that 
the closer the initial droplet velocity is to the surrounding air speed, the more significant 
the initial momentum of the droplet is to its trajectory.  In other words, if the droplet is 
traveling at 80 percent or more of the focusing air velocity, momentum can dominate 
over the drag forces.  This effect only occurs at high bell-cup rotational speeds. 
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Table 5.5: Thickness gauge measurements comparing impact of focusing air intensity and bell-cup 
rotation speed on overall spray deposition pattern.  Areas with thicker coating are red and areas with 
thinner coating are blue. 
 Focusing Air (psi) 
 20 25 30 35 40 
10
 
Φ = 22.5 kV 
FF = 1.5 cc/s 
t = 8.0 s ^ 
21  
Φ = 90 kV 
FF = 3.0 cc/s 
t = 2.5 s * 
18  
Φ = 45 kV 
FF = 1.0 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s * 
07  
Φ = 67.5 kV 
FF = 2.5 cc/s 
t = 1.5 s * 
04  
Φ = 0 kV 
FF = 2.0 cc/s 
t = 1.0 s * 
15  
20
 
Φ = 0 kV 
FF = 1.0 cc/s 
t = 9.0 s †  
11  
Φ = 45 kV 
FF = 2.5 cc/s 
t = 4.0 s 
08  
Φ = 22.5 kV 
FF = 3.0 cc/s 
t = 2.0 s 
22  
Φ = 90 kV 
FF = 2.0 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s * 
19  
Φ = 67.5 kV 
FF = 1.5 cc/s 
t = 2.5 s * 
05  
30
 
Φ = 90 kV 
FF = 2.5 cc/s 
t = 5.0 s ‡ 
16  
Φ = 0 kV 
FF = 1.5 cc/s 
t = 6.0 s 
13  
Φ = 67.5 kV 
FF = 2.0 cc/s 
t = 4.0 s  
02  
Φ = 22.5 kV 
FF = 1.0 cc/s 
t = 5.0 s 
24  
Φ = 45 kV 
FF = 3.0 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s 
10  
40
 
Φ = 45 kV 
FF = 2.0 cc/s 
t = 5.0 s  
06  
Φ = 67.5 kV 
FF = 1.0 cc/s 
t = 6.0 s †  
03  
Φ = 90 kV 
FF = 1.5 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s 
17  
Φ = 0 kV 
FF = 3.0 cc/s 
t = 4.0 s 
14  
Φ = 22.5 kV 
FF = 2.5 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s * 
25  
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Φ = 67.5 kV 
FF = 3.0 cc/s 
t = 6.0 s 
01  
Φ = 22.5 kV 
FF = 2.0 cc/s 
t = 3.0 s 
23  
Φ = 0 kV 
FF = 2.5 cc/s 
t = 5.0 s 
12  
Φ = 45 kV 
FF = 1.5 cc/s 
t = 4.0 s ^ 
09  
Φ = 90 kV 
FF = 1.0 cc/s 
t = 4.0 s 
20  
 
* Spray time reduced to ½ the experimental design 
† Spray time extended to 3x the experimental design  
‡ Spray time extended to 2.5x the experimental design 
^ Spray time extended to 2x the experimental design 
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Figure 5.13:  Comparison of droplet momentum versus drag at various bell-cup rotation speeds as a 
function of droplet velocity.  As the droplets approach their individual terminal velocities, the 
significance of the momentum versus the drag forces experienced by the droplet increases. 
 
 
 
In the experimental sets, many of the spray patterns do not exhibit an axisymmetric 
pattern, i.e. a circular shape.  This is due to the design of the applicator.  The focusing air 
inlet to the applicator is a single tube, as shown in Figure 5.14.  The air stream supplied 
by this tube is forced through a tortuous path in the focusing air shroud to make the flow 
more uniform as it passes out of the annulus (Figure 5.15).  The air is ejected though a 
series of holes inside the annulus of the applicator, which then leave the applicator 
through the annulus past the bell-cup (Figure 5.16).  Despite the tortuous path, the air still 
undergoes a stagnation point at the far side of the applicator nozzle opposite the air inlet 
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tube.  It is this stagnation point and the initial feel from the focusing air outlet that forms 
two concentrated air streams and leads to a two-lobe coating pattern. 
 
 
Figure 5.14:  View of a disassembled applicator showing the manner in which focusing air is 
introduced into the system. 
 
 
Figure 5.15:  Focusing air bottom shroud.  This shroud provides the tortuous path for focusing air to 
follow.  The air enters the shroud from the focusing air outlet from Figure 5.14 (not shown) and exits 
through “A”.  The air then enters “B” to pass through to the inner portion of the annulus “C”. 
Focusing Air Line 
Focusing Air Outlet 
Seals Created Here 
Liquid Feed Tube 
A 
B
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Figure 5.16:  Completed applicator assembly. 
 
 
 
5.6. Image Analysis 
The images of the twenty-five experiments are used to evaluate the thickness profiles 
of the deposited coating on the discs as a result of differing spray conditions.  Each image 
consists of 640 pixels by 480 pixels as a result of the resolution of the CCD camera.  For 
further image analysis, each pixel is divided into three channels – red, blue, and green – 
the combination of their intensities define the color the camera captures.  An example of 
a full image is shown in Figure 5.17. 
Lower Shroud 
Upper Shroud 
Bell-Cup 
Annulus 
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Figure 5.17:  Captured image of the CCD camera for a disc thickness measurement of Set 01 
 
 
  
The image is converted into a text file that stores the x and y coordinates as well as 
the channel intensities of each pixel.  However, there is a significant amount of negative 
space in the captured image, which equates to unneeded pixel data.  As a means of 
qualifying pixels, an algorithm was developed in which a minimum value of 75 (out of a 
scale of 0 to 255) in the red channel is used to determine the coordinates of the edges of 
the sample disc in the image.  The value of 75 was used as a means to overcome dark 
noise in the camera system.  Because the K-36 filter does not absorb in the red, most 
pixel red intensity values inside the space of the disc are well above 150 units.   
In addition, as can be seen from Figure 5.18, areas of light leakage can be seen 
around the edges of the disc.  To address this issue, an additional level of qualification 
was added such that if a pixel met the first qualification, the neighbors of that pixel 4-
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deep in the x and y directions toward the center of the disc would also have to have red 
values ≥ 75. 
 
Figure 5.18:  Magnified area of Figure 5.17 highlighting the area of light leakage around the disc.  
Disc edge identified by dotted line. 
 
 
 
Upon closer inspection of the red and blue signals for a blank disc (i.e. a disc with no 
coating applied), non-uniformities with respect to location on the disc were found as 
shown in Figure 5.19.  The non-uniformities are the result of spatial variations in the 
fluorescent lighting used to back-light the disc.  These spatial variations result in a 
location-dependent baseline, which must be addressed in order to properly subtract the 
baseline from the sample disc values.  To adjust for the spatial variation of the thickness 
gauge, a set of coating-free discs were measured and the average values of these red and 
blue signals were assigned specific physical locations on the disc coincident with the 
pixels on the image of the blank disk.   
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Figure 5.19:  Red distribution, blue distribution, and red-to-blue ratio of sample disc without coating.  
Variation in the red signal is primarily in the vertical direction, while the blue ratio varies primarily 
horizontally.  This provides up to a 35% range in ratio values (0.80 – 1.15) depending upon location 
on the disc. 
 
 
 
Variations in the sampling technique produced small fluctuations in the pixel size of 
the rendered images.  As a result, an image manipulation technique was necessary to line 
up common physical x and y coordinates from disc to disc.  Because the physical 
dimension of the disc remained unchanged from measurement to measurement, the 
operation of identifying the physical location of each pixel with respect to the disc for 
both the sample discs and the blank discs was straightforward and a schematic of this 
technique is shown in Figure 5.20.  The extent of area overlap between the pixels from 
the test sample and the blank disc was used to provide weights to the values of the test 
sample.  Linear interpolations of the weighted values of the sample discs were made 
using the pixel areas of the blank disc as a basis.  Once both the blank disc and sample 
disc were adjusted to represent the same number of pixels, the blue pixel values of the 
blank disc were subtracted from the blue values of the coated discs to obtain an 
appropriate baseline subtraction. 
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C3B3A3
C2B2A2
C1B1A1
Test Image
Blank Image
+
C3B3A3
C2B2A2
C1B1A1
Test Image Overlaid on Blank  
Figure 5.20:  Schematic of overlay procedure to normalize pixels between test and blank 
 
 
 
5.7. Comparison of Physical to Numerical Simulation Experiments 
There are a number of noticeable differences between the simulated coating profiles 
and experimentally observed coating profiles.  These differences are likely caused by 
several factors: 
1) The axisymmetric assumptions on which the turbulent air model was based 
may not be suitable for all of the parametric sets explored.  As the 
construction of the focusing air internals is not axisymmetric, higher values of 
focusing air speed are less likely to be smoothed through mixing by the 
rotation of the bell-cup. 
2) The use of a k-ε turbulence model may not be appropriate for this physical 
situation.   
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3) The assumed atomization constant used does not correspond to all of the 
solution sets investigated.  An atomization constant of 5000 was assumed for 
all of the comparative simulations, producing a range of droplet diameters 
from 4.95 to 22.0 µm.  This “constant” may be dependent upon the input 
parameters (e.g., focusing air, particle charge, etc.).  If the atomization 
constant is instead a parameter dependent upon other inputs, this may explain 
the difference between the effects of bell-cup rotation speed on the overall 
deposition pattern in the simulations versus the experiments.  In the 
simulations, higher rotational speeds appear to concentrate the spray more 
toward the center of the disc, while the exact opposite appears to be the case 
experimentally. 
4) The bell-cup potential appears to have a greater role in the deposition pattern 
of the simulated sprays, spreading the spray pattern wider.  No such 
phenomenon is perceived in the experimental data, implying that the charging 
of the droplets might not be as efficient as the simulations determine. 
 
 
  
Table 5.6  Comparison of simulated (left) and experimental (right) spray patterns at different 
voltages and bell-rotational speeds.  Coated area is in blue for simulated pattern and in red for 
experimental pattern.  Locations highlighted in yellow indicate parametric set of good comparison. 
 Gun Voltage (kV) 
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From Table 5.6, one can see that the correlation between the simulations and the 
physical experiments improve with higher bell-cup rotation speed and higher bell-cup 
voltage. This assessment is made by integrating the thickness values of each of the 
measured discs with respect to theta at radial locations to produce an axisymmetric 
average of the experimental deposition patterns.  Figure 5.21 shows a comparison 
between experimental data and those of two simulations; one in which the charge is 
distributed by surface area and one in which the charge is distributed by volume.  As one 
can see, for this parametric set, the surface area distribution more closely matches that of 
the experimental findings. 
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Figure 5.21:  Experimental thickness deposition compared to simulated data based on both surface 
area charge distribution and volumetric charge distribution for Set 01 (Φ=90 kV, FF=3.0 mL/s, 
FA=25 psi, RPM=10 kRPM, t = 5 s, J = 27.5 µA). 
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The effect of the focusing air versus bell-cup rotation speed is shown in Table 5.7 in a 
format similar to that of Table 5.6 in that the table is arranged in a matrix.  These results 
show apparent “holes” in the matrix in which the areas of good comparison are not 
continuous.  What these results indicate is that the effects of the focusing air are possibly 
not properly handled.  This is not surprising given the asymmetric nature of focusing air 
flow and the axisymmetric assumptions used to create this model. 
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Table 5.7:  Comparison of simulated (top) and experimental (bottom) spray patterns at different 
focusing air speeds and bell-rotational speeds.  Coated area is in blue for simulated pattern and in 
red for experimental pattern.  Locations highlighted in yellow indicate parametric set of good 
comparison.  Empty cells indicate zero voltage conditions (simulations not available for these). 
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5.8. Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, an overview of the equipment, its operation, and calibration was 
made.  Additionally, a set of twenty-five spray parameters were presented along with 
their resultant deposition patterns and the conclusions that could be drawn from these 
observations.  These outcomes were also compared to those of numerical simulations of 
Chapter 4.  In these comparisons, the numerical solutions made use of atomization 
constant values of 5000.  It is believed that a smaller value might bring better correlation 
between the simulations and the experiments; however, this may come at the sacrifice of 
the test sets that show adequate correlation already.  For this reason, it is proposed that 
the focusing air plays a significant role not only in the particle trajectories, as shown in 
Chapter 4, but also in the atomization.  This latter attribute has not been accommodated 
in the simplified atomization model used, which may account for the relatively poor 
correlation between the numerical and experimental results. 
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6.0 CHAPTER 6:  OPTIMIZATION SETUP FOR  
SINGLE-GUN SWEEP 
This chapter presents theory for establishing a metric for uniformity and displays 
predictions of the effects of relative motion of spray over a large target.  Traversing the 
spray pattern emulates a continuous applicator that is spray coating a large, flat object 
moving past it. 
6.1. Derivation of Single-Gun Sweep 
When a stationary spray pattern traverses a target along the y direction, it creates a 
stripe pattern as depicted in Figure 6.1 below. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Diagram of the effect of moving a stationary spray pattern along a substrate 
 
 
 
A typical cross-section of the stripe along A-A from Figure 6.1 is shown in Figure  6.2.  
It demonstrates how the thickness profile changes as a function of location in the y 
direction. 
y 
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Figure 6.2:  Cross-section of thickness accumulation on traversing coating stripe 
 
 
The data gathered in both the simulated and experimental results are in the form of a 
static radial thickness profile, h(r), as depicted in Figure 6.3.  This static radial thickness 
profile represents an axisymmetric static spray profile.  In order to convert this 
axisymmetric static spray profile into a dynamic profile, or stripe, the first step is to 
change the radial thickness profile into a circular spray pattern.  This is done by rotating 
the thickness profile about the axis of symmetry as shown in Figure  6.3.   
 
 
Figure 6.3:  Rotation of a radial thickness profile about the axis of symmetry to obtain a circular 
thickness pattern. 
 
 
The traversing spray pattern, H(y), is an integration of the static spray profile across 
the direction of the spray translation. An example of this process is demonstrated in 
Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4:  Translation of circular spray pattern to a stripe.  The subsequent accumulated thickness 
profile (H(y)) for the stripe is shown for 0 to R. 
 
 
 
A circular stationary spray pattern having a radial thickness profile, h(r), will accumulate 
thickness to form a cross-sectional thickness profile, H(y), as shown in Figure 6.4 
Assuming that the translation velocity, V, is constant, the thickness of H(y), would be 
the integral of the thickness along any given chord, χ, as depicted in Figure 6.4. 
 
( ) ( )∫=
yχ
0
h(r)dx
V
2yH
 
(6.1) 
 
Although the stationary thickness profile is a function of radius, r, the radius of interest is 
a function of x, given that y is held constant along the chord length.  In addition, χ is a 
function of y and will change as y increases. 
 
 
 
( ) ( )( )( )∫= y dxxrhVyH
χ
0
2
 
(6.2) 
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In order to obtain values of thickness along the chord length, transformation of the 
coordinate system from cylindrical to Cartesian is necessary.  This is done by the 
derivative of the identity for r: 
 2ydy2xdx2rdr +=  (6.3) 
 
 
However, because y is held constant along the length of the chord, dy = 0, leaving 
only r and x.  Then by solving the Equation 6.3 for dx and substituting the identity for r 
back into Equation 6.3, the x term can be eliminated. 
 
dr
yr
r dr
x
r dx 
22 −==  
(6.4) 
 
 
The transformation of the limits of integration leads to: 
 R  r       χ, x  when
y  r       0,x when
==
==
 
(6.5) 
 
 
Equation 6.2 can be rewritten as: 
 
 
 
( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) dr
yr
rrh
V
y
dxxrh
V
yH
R
y
∫ −∫ == 22
2
0
2 χ
 
(6.6) 
 
 
At first glance, the solution to Equation 6.6 appears to be not well-behaved, i.e. form 
a singularity when r = y (i.e., when x = 0).  However, integrating Equation 6.6 by parts 
provides a tractable solution.   
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 ( ) ( ) ( )∫ −+−−=
R
y
dr
dr
rdhyr
V
yRRh
V
yH 2222 22  (6.7) 
This solution is well-behaved provided the derivative of h(r)/dr is finite.  However, 
the discrete form of the data already collected lends itself better to numerical integration 
as follows: 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5:  Discretization of the radial thickness profile 
 
 
 
Equation 6.6 can be discretized and numerically integrated by considering h(r) 
constant between r and r+Δr at small Δr: 
 
 
 ( ) ( ) dryr
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(6.8) 
 
 
Numerically integrating Equation 6.8 provides 
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(6.9) 
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An implementation of this transformation from a radial thickness profile to its 
complementary dynamic spray profile is demonstrated in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6:  Cross-sectional plots of the radial thickness profile and its corresponding dynamic 
thickness profile 
 
 
6.2. Uniformity of Experimental Sprays 
 
A perfectly uniform spray pattern is defined in this thesis as a spray pattern that 
results in a constant thickness distribution when the traversed spray pattern is indexed by 
an arbitrary distance of Δy.  An example of this type of pattern is pictured in Figure 6.7 in 
which Δy is defined as ½ the width of the spray pattern. 
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Figure 6.7:  Accumulation of two traversed spray patterns one-half a spray width apart 
 
 
 
One such pattern would be one that provides a saw-tooth pattern along the y-axis; 
however, any pattern that can be summed to a constant along a spacing of Δy can be used 
(e.g. square wave, etc.). 
The resultant “double-pass” thickness accumulation is of the example in Figure 6.6 is 
shown in Figure 6.8.  The flatness of the accumulated thickness of a double-pass spray is 
the gauge by which the coating uniformity is judged.  A single, normalized reference 
defining the degree of flatness is the coefficient of variation (CoV) for the values.  To use 
the CoV to describe uniformity, the CoV value is subtracted from unity, so as to define a 
perfectly uniform spray as 100% and all levels of non-uniformity showing accordingly 
decreasing numbers. A tabular form of the resultant uniformity values for the physical 
experiments is shown in Table 6.1. 
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Figure 6.8:  The accumulated thickness pattern of a double-pass of spray shifted by ½ the spray 
width. 
 
Table 6.1:  Uniformity values for the various spray experiments. Φ = voltage and U = uniformity. 
Focusing Air (psi) 
 20 25 30 35 40 
10
 Φ = 22.5 kV 
U = 92.3% 
Φ = 90 kV 
U = 88.3% 
Φ = 45 kV 
U = 87.8% 
Φ = 67.5 kV 
U = 89.0% 
Φ = 0 kV 
U = 88.7% 
20
 Φ = 0 kV 
U = 90.8% 
Φ = 45 kV 
U = 92.2% 
Φ = 22.5 kV 
U = 87.2% 
Φ = 90 kV 
U = 87.9% 
Φ = 67.5 kV 
U = 92.4% 
30
 Φ = 90 kV 
U = 86.0% 
Φ = 0 kV 
U = 88.3% 
Φ = 67.5 kV 
U = 91.8% 
Φ = 22.5 kV 
U = 87.7% 
Φ = 45 kV 
U = 87.3% 
40
 Φ = 45 kV 
U = 89.0% 
Φ = 67.5 kV 
U = 88.5% 
Φ = 90 kV 
U = 86.8% 
Φ = 0 kV 
U = 87.1% 
Φ = 22.5 kV 
U = 89.0% G
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50
 Φ = 67.5 kV 
U = 90.2% 
Φ = 22.5 kV 
U = 90.0% 
Φ = 0 kV 
U = 88.2% 
Φ = 45 kV 
U = 88.1% 
Φ = 90 kV 
U = 92.7% 
 
As one can see from Table 6.1, there is no strong correlation between uniformity and 
any of the primary parameters affecting the spray pattern (i.e. focusing air, gun rotation 
speed, and gun voltage).   
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6.3. Uniformity of Simulated Sprays 
Uniformity was also assessed for the simulated spray conditions.  Based on values 
reported in the literature, the transfer efficiencies of the simulated sprays were 
considerably low.  This unusually low transfer efficiency may be due to the assumed 
values chosen for the atomization constant and the charge per particle as they have been 
shown to directly affect transfer efficiency through affecting particle size and 
electromotive driving force.  Regardless of the low resultant transfer efficiencies, a 
comparison between the uniformity of the spray pattern and the simulated transfer 
efficiency is made in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9:  Relationship between transfer efficiency and coating uniformity for the twenty simulated 
case studies 
 
For the simulated sprays, there appears to be a direct relationship between transfer 
efficiency and uniformity where simulations showing high transfer efficiencies also 
exhibit high degrees of uniformity. 
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7.0 CHAPTER 7:  CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 
 
A model for the prediction of electrostatic spray patterns has been developed in this 
thesis.  The approach taken for this model is a finite-element method for both the air 
velocity and electrostatic field.  A droplet trajectory model including drag and 
electromotive force is used to determine the individual paths of the droplets.  The 
summation of the individual droplet trajectories is used to obtain an estimated spray 
plume used for investigating how spray parameters affect the overall spray distribution 
and the resultant coating thickness deposition pattern. 
Analysis of a typical set of spray conditions shows drag forces from the focusing air, 
not electromotive forces, dominate most droplet trajectories.   An exception is very large 
droplets with high initial momentum enabling them to penetrate the high-speed annular 
air curtain and enter the slower moving entrained air mass outside the jet.  These large, 
slower moving droplets lack the momentum to penetrate the stagnation flow that sweeps 
across the face of the disc and become over-spray.  Similarly, smaller droplets follow the 
air streamlines thus forming over-spray by being carried along with the stagnation flow.  
However, the intermediate droplets that are entrained in the air stream are capable of 
depositing on the target through their momentum and the increased electrostatic field 
strength near the target. 
This model allows for parametric studies of how the individual variables involved in 
electrostatic spray affect the overall spray pattern and transfer efficiency, which can help 
operators of such equipment define their optimum spray setup without the need of costly 
trial-and-error empirical development.  While some characteristics of the coating 
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thickness deposition rate remained constant regardless of parametric settings (i.e., no 
coating in center, increased accumulation on the edge, and a single peak in coating 
thickness) the shape and location of the coating distribution could be changed.  From the 
parametric studies presented in this thesis, it appears that an optimum droplet size of 
roughly 10 µm provides the highest mass transfer efficiency.  This optimum could be the 
result of a beneficial balance between momentum and drag, both near the focusing air 
annulus at the launch point and near the stagnation point on the disc.  The mean droplet 
size equation developed with data from Bell & Hochberg3 shows how this optimum 
droplet size can be achieved via multiple routes through different parametric 
combinations of bell-cup voltage, bell-cup rotational speed, spray material viscosity, or 
spray material volumetric flow rate.  This model enables the prediction of the spray 
distribution (or coating deposition rate profile) and how it can be modified through the 
changing of operating parameters while still maintaining optimal transfer efficiency. 
As the result of this work, the following answers are made available to the posed 
research questions. 
 
1) What parameters are dominant in controlling coating thickness 
distribution and transfer efficiency?   
 
Based on physical experiments, the focusing air and bell-cup rotation speed 
are the primary drivers in defining the coating thickness distribution and 
transfer efficiency.  However, the simulation indicates that at some process 
conditions, the gun voltage could prove to be a more significant contributor 
than focusing air on the coating thickness distribution. 
 
2) Are high coating uniformity and high transfer efficiency mutually 
obtainable? 
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Comparisons of simulated transfer efficiencies and coating uniformities 
indicate that high transfer efficiency in most cases accompanies high coating 
uniformity. 
 
3) What parameter set will provide the best coating uniformity at the 
best transfer efficiency? 
 
Surprisingly, physical experiments did not yield a good, comparative 
correlation between coating uniformity and any of the three primary 
parameters (rotational speed, focusing air, and bell voltage).  This lack of 
correlation is believed to be due to the lobe-shaped deposition patterns 
exhibited in the physical experiments.  Averaging of coating thickness might 
not accurately resemble a true axisymmetric spray.  Another possibility is 
the arbitrary choice of spacing between passes as being ½ the target width.  
The simulated results, as Figure 7.1 shows; however, show a considerable 
trend when comparing bell rotational speed and bell voltage versus both 
spray transfer efficiency and uniformity.   
 
 
 
Table 7.1:  Comparison of uniformity values for the twenty-five experiments performed.  U is 
uniformity and Φ is bell-cup voltage. 
Focusing Air (psi)   
20 25 30 35 40 
10
 Φ = 22.5 kV 
U = 92.3% 
Φ = 90 kV 
U = 88.3% 
Φ = 45 kV 
U = 87.8% 
Φ = 67.5 kV 
U = 89.0% 
Φ = 0 kV 
U = 88.7% 
20
 Φ = 0 kV 
U = 90.8% 
Φ = 45 kV 
U = 92.2% 
Φ = 22.5 kV 
U = 87.2% 
Φ = 90 kV 
U = 87.9% 
Φ = 67.5 kV 
U = 92.4% 
30
 Φ = 90 kV 
U = 86.0% 
Φ = 0 kV 
U = 88.3% 
Φ = 67.5 kV 
U = 91.8% 
Φ = 22.5 kV 
U = 87.7% 
Φ = 45 kV 
U = 87.3% 
40
 Φ = 45 kV 
U = 89.0% 
Φ = 67.5 kV 
U = 88.5% 
Φ = 90 kV 
U = 86.8% 
Φ = 0 kV 
U = 87.1% 
Φ = 22.5 kV 
U = 89.0% Gu
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U = 92.7% 
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Figure 7.1:  Contour plots of A) uniformity and B) transfer efficiency for twenty of the 25 spraying 
conditions shown in Table 7.2 (zero voltage cases excluded).  Other parameters were not held 
constant.  Both plots indicate a trend toward increased values in uniformity and transfer efficiency at 
lower voltages and higher rotational speeds. 
A 
B 
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Table 7.2:  Experimental Design Used in 5x5 Greco-Latin Square Design. 
(FF = fluid flow rate, RPM = bell-cup rotation speed, t = spray time) 
  
Focusing Air 
  
20 25 30 35 40 
FF = 3 FF = 2 FF = 1 FF = 2.5 FF = 1.5 
RPM = 50 RPM = 30 RPM = 40 RPM = 10 RPM = 20 0 
t = 6 t = 4 t=2 t=3 t=5 
FF = 2 FF = 1 FF = 2.5 FF = 1.5 FF = 3 
RPM = 40 RPM = 10 RPM = 20 RPM = 50 RPM = 30 22.5 
t=5 t = 6 t = 4 t=2 t=3 
FF = 1 FF = 2.5 FF = 1.5 FF = 3 FF = 2 
RPM = 20 RPM = 50 RPM = 30 RPM = 40 RPM = 10 45 
t=3 t=5 t = 6 t = 4 t=2 
FF = 2.5 FF = 1.5 FF = 3 FF = 2 FF = 1 
RPM = 30 RPM = 40 RPM = 10 RPM = 20 RPM = 50 67.5 
t=2 t=3 t=5 t = 6 t = 4 
FF = 1.5 FF = 3 FF = 2 FF = 1 FF = 1.5 
RPM = 10 RPM = 20 RPM = 50 RPM = 30 RPM = 40 
B
el
l V
ol
ta
ge
 
90 
t = 4 t=2 t=3 t=5 t = 6 
 
From Figure 7.1, it appears that for the simulated sprays an optimum occurs 
at higher bell rotation speeds and lower voltages.  This optimum is likely 
due to the trends noted in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 which show that 
lower voltages and higher bell rotation speeds produce wider and less 
peaked radial deposition patterns.   
 
4) How are the optimal conditions affected by the spray material 
properties (and other “uncontrollable” properties)? 
 
Investigations into the effect of droplet size and charge have been used to 
assess the affect of changes in viscosity, surface tension, and electrical 
conductivity, as changes in these parameters directly affect droplet size and 
charge.  Surprisingly, increasing droplet charge appears to have a negative 
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impact on transfer efficiency due to the increase in electromotive force on 
the droplets at the lip of the bell-cup, while changes in the droplet diameter 
appear to go through an optimum based on the balance of the driving forces 
toward the target.  
 
 One advantage that this model holds over other existing models is in the 
distribution of charge over the surface area as opposed to utilizing a constant charge 
to mass ratio.  This difference affects the nature of how the electromotive force 
directs the particles and also provides for more accurate results.  On the other hand, 
a disadvantage of this model is that it lacks an atomization component.  Other 
researchers have side-stepped this setback by directly measuring the size and initial 
velocities of the droplets as they are injected into the system.  It is believed that 
such an approach would benefit this model as well. 
  
7.1. Future Work 
 
While progress has been made in the understanding of the complex dynamics of 
electrostatic spray, there are several aspects of this model that warrant further 
investigation in order to improve the current approach.  Some suggestions on ways to 
advance the existing model as well as descriptions on how these changes may affect the 
current correlations are listed below. 
 
1) Further investigation into how focusing air plays a role in the 
atomization of the spray.   
 
It has been shown in the experimental study that there is a correlation 
between focusing air and the resultant spray patterns.  While the current 
model lacks an atomization model, incorporation of a focusing air factor into 
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the Bell and Hochberg3 atomization equation may lead to more accurate 
results and a stronger correlation between the simulated and experimental 
results. 
 
2) Modification of the existing code to a fully three-dimensional model 
 
The existing model makes use of axisymmetric assumptions in order to save 
on processing time and memory usage; however, when comparing the 
simulated results to the non-axisymmetric results of the experiments, it is 
likely that the benefits of this assumption may come at the cost of accuracy.  
Rewriting the simulation code to make it a fully three-dimensional model 
for all components of the simulation will avoid this risk and provide a 
deposition map as opposed to a radial spray profile.  
 
3) An  in-depth study on the effect of focusing air on droplet size for a 
rotary bell electrostatic spray applicator  
 
There are currently no studies in the literature investigating the effect of 
focusing air on the size of droplets in a rotary bell electrostatic spray 
applicator; however, it has been shown in this thesis that focusing air plays a 
significant role in the trajectories of the droplets, as well as in the relative 
amount of time needed to charge the droplets.  Increasing the understanding 
of the relationship between focusing air and atomization by studying the 
affect of focusing air on droplet diameter and initial velocity would be 
highly beneficial to this field of research. 
 
4) High-speed measurements of droplet dynamics at the edge of the 
bell-cup 
 
While there have been many high-speed measurement studies of 
electrostatic sprays, none found in the literature have attempted to use this 
information to develop a working model of the dynamics of electrostatic 
atomization in a rotary-bell applicator.  These high-speed measurements 
would be used to ascertain the initial droplet diameters and velocities, so as 
to improve the initial condition used by the model.  Not only would such a 
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model be an invaluable addition to the existing model, but it would be a 
unique contribution to the study of atomization in its own right. 
 
5) Spraying of  more conductive  materials in laboratory experiment 
 
While studies were made in this thesis that could represent the spraying of 
materials with varying conductivities (i.e. different droplet charges), there 
were no experimental measurements made.  Such experiments would 
provide spray conditions that more closely represent those of industrial paint 
applications. 
  
6) Conversion of the existing program to a parallel processor 
 
The conversion of the existing C++ program into a parallel processor-
friendly program would increase the utility of this program by increasing the 
simulation speed.  The speed gained from parallel processing would allow 
for a three-dimensional model to be used, or perhaps the incorporation of a 
second spray applicator. 
  
7) Incorporation of a second spray applicator 
 
In most industrial applications, there is seldom a single electrostatic spray 
applicator operating.  Typically, an applicator is part of a bank of sprayers 
providing a curtain of charged, sprayed material to be coated onto the target 
substrates.  Investigation into the interaction effects of a multiple gun array 
would increase the usefulness of this model to industry.  However, modeling 
of a second spray applicator would most likely require a full 3-D model. 
 
 
Electrostatic spray is of great advantage to industry, not only for its contribution to 
cost-savings, but also to its effect on the environment by minimizing solvent usage.  
Understanding electrostatic spray above the current empirical level will facilitate the 
achievement of these benefits and contribute to the overall betterment of the coatings 
community. 
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